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PREFACE 


He is one of the most prescient hedge fimd managers on Wall Street, but his 

trades always seem to happen after the fact. That's because as soon as he ex

ecutes an order, it is obsert1ed andpreempted by traders at bigger firms with 

/aster computers. The spread changes, and his buy order goes through just a 

few fractions of a penny higher than it should have. He is trading in 

the past, longing for the software and geeks he needs to get into his competi

tors' present. And his clients can no longer conceive of investing in a com

pany:r future, anyway; they want to win on the trade itself, as it actually 

happens. 

She's at a bar on Manhattan's Upper East Side, but she seems oblivious to 

the boys and the music. Instead of engaging with those around her, she's 

scrolling through text mmages on her phone, from friends at other parties 

across town. She needs to know if the event she's at is the event to be at, or 

whether something better is happening at that very moment, somewhere else. 

Sure enough, a blip on the tiny screen catches her interest, and in seconds her 

posse is in a cab headed for the East Village. She arrives at a seemingly 
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identical party and decides it's "the place to be." yel 1111/1'(/11 oi mjoying it, 

she turns her phone around, activates the camera. <lIId /lroCCCJI 10 lelke pic

tures of herself and her friends for the next hour- inlltilitly II/,/oading 

them for the world to see her in the moment. 

He sees the signs all around him: the latest "natural" disaster on the eve

ning news; the fluctuations in the prices at the gas pump; talk of a single 

world currency. Information overload might not have increased the rate at 

which disasters occur, but it has exponentially increased the rate at which 

they're witnessed. As a result, prophecy no longer feels like a description of 

the future but, rather, a guide to the present. The ideas of quantum physi

cists and the Mayans have been twisted to indicate that time itself will soon 

be coming to an end, anyway. The messianic age is no longer something to 

prepare for; it is a current event. What would Jesus do? 

/////////////////////////////4W///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

This is the new "now." 
Our society has reoriented itself to the present moment. Every

thing is live, real time, and always-on. It's not a mere speeding up, 

however much our lifestyles and technologies have accelerated the 

rate at which we attempt to do things. It's more of a diminishment 

of anything that isn't happening right now-and the onslaught of 

everything that supposedly is. 
It's why the world's leading search engine is evolving into a live, 

customized, and predictive flow of data branded "Google Now"; 

why email is giving way to texting, and why blogs are being super

seded by Twitter feeds. It's why kids in school can no longer follow 

linear arguments; why narrative structure collapsed into reality 

TV; and why we can't engage in meaningful dialogue about last 

month's books and music, much less long-term global issues. It's 
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why an economy once based on long-term investment and interest

bearing currency can no longer provide capital to those who plan to 

put it to work for future rewards. It's why so many long for a "sin

gularity" or a 2012 apocalypse to end linear time altogether and 

throw us into a posthistoric eternal present-no matter the cost to 

human agency or civilization itself. 

But it's also how we find out what's happening on the streets of 

Iran before CNN can assemble a camera crew. It's what enables 

an unsatisfied but upwardly mobile executive to quit his job and 

move with his family to Vermont to make kayaks-which he 

thought he'd get to do only once he retired. It's how millions of 

young people can choose to embody a new activism based in patient 

consensus instead of contentious debate. It's what enables compa

nies like H&M or Zara to fabricate clothes in real time, based on 

the instantaneous data coming from scanned tags at checkout coun

ters five thousand miles away. It's how a president can run for office 

and win by breaking from the seeming tyranny of the past and its 

false hope, and tell voters that "we are the ones we have been wait

ing for." 

Well, the waiting is over. Here we are. 

If the end of the twentieth century can be characterized by fu

turism, the twenty-first can be defined by presentism. 

The looking forward so prevalent in the late 1990s was bound 

to end once the new millennium began. Like some others of that 

era, I predicted a new focus on the moment, on real experience, and 

on what things are actually worth right now. Then 9/11 magnified 

this sensibility, forcing America as a nation to contend with its own 

impermanence. People had babies in droves,1 and even filed for di

vorces,2 in what was at least an unconscious awareness that none of 

us lives forever and an accompanying reluctance to postpone things 

indefinitely. Add real-time technologies, from the iPhone to Twit

ter; a disposable consumer economy where I-Click ordering is more 

important than the actual product being purchased; a multitasking 
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connected to the organic, emotional, and immediately relevant mo

ment in which human beings actually live. Of course, this depic

tion of consciousness may help sell the services of neurotechnicians 

to advertisers, but it does not accurately represent how the human 

brain relates to the moment in which the organism exists. 

No matter how invasive the technologies at their disposal, mar

keters and pollsters never come to terms with the living process 

through which people choose products or candidates; they are looking 

at what people just bought or thought, and making calculations based 

on that after-the-fact data. The "now" they seek to understand tells 

them nothing about desire, reasons, or context. It is simply an effort to 

key off what we have just done in order to manipulate our decisions in 

the future. Their campaigns encourage the kinds of impulsive behav

ior that fool us into thinking we are living in the now while actually 

just making us better targets for their techniques. 

That is because there is no now-not the one they're talking 

about, anyway. It is necessarily and essentially trivial. The minute the 

"now" is apprehended, it has already passed. Like they used to say 

about getting one's picture on a Time magazine cover: the moment 

something is realized, it is over. And like the diminishing beauty re

turns for a facially paralyzed Botox addict, the more forcefully we 

attempt to stop the passage of time, the less available we are to the 

very moment we seek to preserve. 
As a result, our culture becomes an entropic, static hum of every

body trying to capture the slipping moment. Narrativity and goals 

are surrendered to a skewed notion of the real and the immediate; the 

Tweet; the status update. What we are doing at any given moment 

becomes all-important-which is behavioristically doomed. For this 

desperate approach to time is at once flawed and narcissistic. Which 

"now" is important: the now I just lived or the now I'm in right now? 

In the following chapters, we will explore present shock as it 

manifests in a variety of ways, on a myriad of levels. We will look 
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at how it changes the way we make and experience culture, run our 

businesses, invest our money, conduct our politics, understand sci

ence, and make sense of our world. In doing so, we will consider 

panic reactions to present shock right alongside more successful ap

proaches to living outside what we have always thought of as time. 

The book is divided into five sections, corresponding to the five 

main ways that present shock manifests for us. We begin with the 

collapse of narrative. How do we tell stories and convey values with

out the time required to tell a linear story? How does pop culture 

continue to function without traditional storylines, and how does 

politics communicate without grand narratives? We move on to 

"Digiphrenia"-the way our media and technologies encourage us to 

be in more than one place at the same time. We'll see that our rela

tionship to time has always been defined by the technologies we use 

to measure it, and that digital time presents particular challenges we 

haven't had to contend with before. In "Overwinding," we look at the 

effort to squish really big timescales into much smaller ones. It's the 

effort to make the passing moment responsible for the sorts ofeffects 

that actually take real time to occur. In particular, what does this do 

to business and finance, which are relying on increasingly derivative 

forms of investment? Next we look at what happens when we try to 

make sense of our world entirely in the present tense. Without a 

timeline through which to parse causes and effects, we instead at

tempt to draw connections from one thing to another in the frozen 

moment, even when such connections are forced or imaginary. It's a 

desperate grasp for real-time pattern recognition I'll call "Fractal

noia." Finally, we face "Apocalypto"-the way a seemingly infinite 

present makes us long for endings, by almost any means necessary. 

We will encounter drone pilots contending with the stress of 

dropping bombs on a distant war zone by remote control before 

driving home to the suburbs for supper an hour later. We will see 

the way the physical t:eal estate of Manhattan is being optimized for 
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the functioning of the ultrafast trading algorithms now running the 

stock market-as well as what this means for the human traders 

left in the wake. We will encounter doomsday "preppers" who stock 

up on silver coins and ready-to-eat meals while dismissing climate 

change as a conspiracy theory hatched by Al Gore and since ex

posed in an email scandaP We will consider the "singularity"-as 

well as our scientific community's response to present shock

especially for the ways it mirrors the religious extremism accompa

nying other great social shifts throughout history. 

Most important, we will consider what we human beings can 

do to pace ourselves and our expectations when there's no temporal 

backdrop against which to measure our progress, no narrative 

through which to make sense of our actions, no furure toward which 

we may strive, and seemingly no time to figure any of this out. 

I suggest we intervene on our own behalf-and that we do it 

right now, in the present moment. When things begin accelerating 

wildly out of control, sometimes patience is the only answer. Press 

pause. 

We have time for this. 

NARRATIVE 

COLLAPSE 


Ihad been looking forward to the twenty-first century. 

That's what most of us were doing in the 1990s: looking forward. 

Everything seemed to be accelerating, from the speed of technology 

to the growth of markets. PowerPoint presentations everywhere used 

the same steep upward curve to describe the way business revenues, 

computer use, carbon dioxide emissions, and growth of every kind 
were accelerating exponentially. 

Moore's Law, a rule of thumb for technological progress coined 

in 1965 by Intel cofounder Gordon E. Moore, told us that our 

computer-processing speeds would double abour every two years. 

Along with that, however, everything else seemed to be doubling as 

well-our stock indexes, medical bills, Internet speeds, cable-TV 

stations, and social networks. We were no longer adjusting to indi

vidual changes, we were told, but to the accelerating rate of change 

itself. We were in what futurist Alvin Toffler called "future shock." 

9 
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As a result, everything and everyone was leaning toward the fu

ture. We weren't looking forward to anything in particular so much 

as we were simply looking forward. Trend casters and "cool hunters" 

became the highest-paid consultants around, promising exclusive 

peeks at what lie ahead. Optimistic books with titles like "The Fu

ture of This" or "The Future of That" filled the store shelves, even

tually superseded by pessimistic ones titled "The End of This" or 

"The End of That." The subjects themselves mattered less than the 

fact that they all either had a future or-almost more reassuringly

did not. 

We were all futurists, energized by new technologies, new the

ories, new business models, and new approaches that promised not 

just more of the same, but something different: a shift of an uncer

tain nature, but certainly of unprecedented magnitude. With each 

passing year, we seemed to be closer to some sort of chaos attractor 

that was beckoning us toward itself And the closer we got, the more 

time itself seemed to be speeding up. Remember, these were the last 

years of the last decade of the last century of the millennium. The 

roaring, net-amplified, long boom of the 1990s seemed defined by 

this leaning forward, this ache toward conclusion, this push toward 

2000 and the ultimate calendar flip into the next millennium. 

Though technically still in the twentieth century, the year 2000 

was a good enough marker to stand in for millennial transformation. 

So we anticipated the change like messianic cultists preparing for 

the second coming. For most of us, it took the less religious form of 

anticipating a Y2K computer bug where systems that had always 

registered years with just two digits would prove incapable of rolling 

over to 00. Elevators would stop, planes would fall out of the sky, nu

clear plants would cease to cool their reactor cores, and the world as 

we know it would end. 

Of course, if the changeover didn't get us, the terrorists would. 

The events of 9/11 hadn't even happened yet, but on the evening of 
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December 31, 1999, Americans were already on alert for a violent 

disruption of the Times Square New Year's Eve festivities. Seattle 

had canceled its celebration altogether, in anticipation of an attack. 

CNN's coverage circled the globe from one time zone to another as 

each hit midnight and compared the fireworks spectacle over the 

Eiffel Tower to the one at the Statue of Liberty. But the more truly 

spectacular news reported at each stop along the way that night was 

that nothing spectacular happened at all. Not in Auckland, Hong 

Kong, Cairo, Vatican City, London, Buenos Aires, or Los Angeles. 

The planes stayed in the sky (all but three of KLM's 125-plane fleet 

had been grounded just in case), and not a single terror incident was 

reported. It was the anticlimax of the millennium. 

But something did shift that night as we went from years with 

19's to those with 20's. All the looking forward slowed down. The 

leaning into the future became more of standing up into the present. 

People stopped thinking about where things were going and started 
to consider where things were. 

In the financial world, for example, an investment's future value 

began to matter less than its current value, Just ten weeks into the 

millennium, the major exchanges were peaking with the tech-heavy 

and future-focused NASDAQ reaching its all-time high, over 5,100 

points. Then the markets started down-and have never quite 

recovered. Although this was blamed on the dot.com bubble, the 

market's softening had nothing to do with digital technologies ac

tually working (or not) and everything to do with a larger societal 

shift away from future expectations and instead toward current 

value. When people stop looking to the future, they start looking at 

the present. Investments begin to matter less for what they might 

someday be worth, because people are no longer thinking so much 

about "someday" as they are about today. A stock's "story"-the ra

tionale for why it is going to go up-begins to matter less than its 

actual value in real time. What are my stocks worth as of this 
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IllOllll'lIl/ \Vlla! do I IT,tlly OWII) What is the value of my portfolio 

right !lOll') 

The stock market's infinite expansion was just one ofmany stories 

dependent on our being such a future-focused culture. All the great 

"isms" of the twentieth centuty-from capitalism to communism to 

Protestantism to republicanism to utopianism to messianism

depended on big stories to keep them going. None of them were sup

posed to be so effective in the short term or the present. They all 

promised something better in the future for having suffered through 

sonwthing not so great today. (Or at least they offered something bet

ter today than whatever pain and suffering supposedly went on back 

in the day.) The ends justified the means. Today's war was tomorrow's 

liberation. Today's suffering was tomorrow's salvation. Today's work 

was tomorrow's reward. 

These stories functioned for quite a while. In the United States, 

in particular, optimism and a focus on the future seemed to define 

out national character. Immigrants committed to a better tomorrow 

risked their lives to sail the ocean to settle a wilderness. The New 

World called for a new story to be written, and that story provided 

us with the forward momentum required to live for the future. The 

Protestant work ethic of striving now for a better tomorrow took 

hold in America more powerfully than elsewhere, in part because of 

the continent's ample untapped resources and sense of boundless ho

rizon. While Europe maintained the museums and cultures of the 

past, America thought of itself as forging the new frontier. 

By the end of World War II, this became quite true. Only, 

America's frontier was less about finding new territory to exploit 

than it was about inventing new technologies, new businesses, and 

new ideas to keep the economy expanding and the story unfolding. 

Just as Mormonism continued the ancient story of the Bible into the 

American present, technologies, from rocket ships to computer 

chips, would carry the story of America's manifest destiny into the 

future. The American Dream, varied though it may have been, was 
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almost universally depending on the same greater shape, the same 

kind ofstory to carry us along. We were sustained economically, po

litically, and even spiritually, by stories. 

Together these stories helped us construct a narrative experi

ence of our lives, our nation, our culture, and our faith. We adopted 

an entirely storylike way of experiencing and talking about the 

world. Through the lens of narrative, America isn't just a place where 

we live but is a journey ofa people through time. Apple isn't a smart 

phone manufacturer, but two guys in a garage who had a dream 

about how creative people may someday gain command over tech

nology. Democracy is not a methodology for governing, but the force 

that will liberate humanity. Pollution is not an ongoing responsibil

ity of industry, but the impending catastrophic climax of human 

civilization. 

Storytelling became an acknowledged cultural value in itself. In 

front of millions of rapt television viewers, mythologist Joseph 

Campbell taught PBS's Bill Moyers how stories provide the funda

mental architecture for human civilization. These broadcasts on The 

Power of Myth inspired filmmakers, admen, and management theo

rists alike to incorporate the tenets of good storytelling into their 

most basic frameworks. Even brain scientists came to agree that nar

rativity amounted to an essential component of cognitive organiza

tion. As Case Western Reserve University researcher Mark Turner 

concluded: "Narrative imagining-story-is the fundamental in

strument of thought. Rational capacities depend upon it. It is our 

chief means oflooking into the future, ofpredicting, of planning, and 

of explaining." I Or as science fiction writer Ursula K. Le Guin ob

served, "The story-from Rapunzel to War and Pecut!-is one of the 

basic tools invented by the human mind, for the purpose of gaining 

understanding. There have been great societies that did not use the 

wheel, but there have been no societies that did not tell stories."2 

Experiencing the world as a series of stories helps create a sense 

of context. It is comforting and orienting. It helps smooth out 
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obstacles and impediments by recasting them as bumps along the 

way to some better place-or at least an end to the journey. As long 

as there's enough momentum, enough forward pull, and enough 

dramatic tension, we can suspend our disbelief enough to stay in 

the story. 
The end of the twentieth century certainly gave us enough mo

mentum, pull, and tension. Maybe too much. Back in the quaint 

midcentury year of 1965, Mary Poppins was awarded five Oscars, the 

Grateful Dead played their first concert, and I Dream ofJeannie pre

miered on NBC. But it was also the year of the first spacewalk, the 

invention of hypertext, and the first successful use of the human 

respirator. These events and inventions, and others, were promising 

so much change, so fast, that Alvin Toffler was motivated to write 

his seminal essay "The Future as a Way of Life," in which he coined 

the term "future shock": 

We can anticipate volcanic dislocations, twists and reversals, not 

merely in our social structure, but also in our hierarchy of values 

and in the way individuals perceive and conceive reality. Such 

massive changes, coming with increasing velocity, will disorient, 

bewilder, and crush many people . . . . Even the most educated 

people today operate on the assumption that society is relatively 

static. At best they attempt to plan by making simple straight

line projects of present-day trends. The result is unreadiness to 

meet the future when it arrives. In short, future shock.3 

Toffler believed things were changing so fast that we would soon 

lose the ability to adapt. New drugs would make us live longer; new 

medical techniques would allow us to alter our bodies and genetic 

makeup; new technologies could make work obsolete and communi

cation instantaneous. Like immigrants to a new country experienc

ing culture shock, we would soon be in a state of future shock, 
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waking up in a world changing so rapidly as to be unrecognizable. 

Our disorientation would have less to do with any particular change 

than the rate of change itself. 

So Toffler recommended we all become futurists. He wanted 

kids to be taught more science fiction in school, as well as for them 

to take special courses in "how to predict." The lack of basic predic

tive skills would for Toffler amount to "a form of functional illiter

acy in the contemporary world."4 

To a great extent this is what happened. We didn't get futur

ism classes in elementary school, but we did get an abject lesson in 

futurism from our popular and business cultures. We all became 

futurists in one way or another, peering around the corner for the 

next big thing, and the next one after that. But then we actually got 

there. Here. Now. We arrived in the future. That's when the story 

really fell apart, and we began experiencing our first true symptoms 

of present shock. 

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////.///////////////////////.1//////// 

NARRATIVE COLLAPSE 

Toffler understood how our knowledge of history helps us put the 

present in perspective. We understand where we are, in part, be

cause we have a story that explains how we got here. We do not 

have great skill in projecting that narrative ability into the future . 

As change accelerated, this inability would become a greater liabil

ity. The new inventions and phenomena that were popping up all 

around us just didn't fit into the stories we were using to understand 

our circumstances. How does the current story of career and retire

ment adjust to life spans increasing from the sixties to the one hun

dreds? How do fertility drugs change the timeline of motherhood, 

how does email change our conception of the workweek, and how 
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do robots change the story of the relationship of labor to manage

ment? Or, in our current frame of reference, how does social net

working change the goals of a revolution? 
If we could only get better at imagining scenarios, modeling 

future realities, and anticipating new trends, thought Tomer, we may 

be less traumatized by all the change. We would be equipped to 

imagine new narrative pathways that accommodated all the disrup

tions. 

Still, while Star Trek may have correctly predicted the advent of 


cell phones and iPads, there are problems inherent to using science 


fiction stories to imagine the future. First, sometimes reality moves 

even faster and less predictably than fiction. While stories must fol

low certain plot conventions in order to make sense to their audi

ences, reality is under no such obligation. Stuff just happens, and 

rarely on schedule. Second, and more significant, stories are usually 

much less about predicting the future than influencing it. As a me

dium, stories have proven themselves great as a way of storing infor

mation and values, and then passing them on to future generations. 

Our children demand we tell them stories before they go to bed, so 

we lace those narratives with the values we want them to take with 

them into their dreams and their adult lives. Likewise, the stories 

and myths of our religions and national histories preserve and pro

mote certain values over time. That's one reason civilizations and 

their values can persist over centuries. 
The craft of futurism-however well intentioned-almost always 

comes with an agenda. For those who were already familiar with the 

Internet, the first issues of Wired magazine seemed glaringly obvi

ous in their underlying purpose to marry the values of the net with 

those of the free market. The many futurists who emerged in the 

late 1990s simply couldn't help but predict futures in which the 

most important specialists to have around would be-you guessed 

it-futurists. The stories they came up with were tailor-made for cor

porations looking for visions of tomorrow that included the perpet-
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uation of corporate power. Futurism became less about predicting 

[he future than pandering to those who sought to maintain an ex

pired past. 

Meanwhile, all this focus on the future did not do much for our 

ability to contend with the present. As we obsessed over the future 

of this and the future of that, we ended up robbing the present of 

its ability to contribute value and meaning. Companies spent more 

money and energy on scenario planning than on basic competency. 

They hired consultants (sometimes media theorists, like me) to give 

[hem "mile-high views" on their industries. The higher up they 

could go, they imagined, the farther ahead they could see. One tech

nology company I spoke with was using research and speculation on 

currency futures to decide where to locate offshore factories. The 

CFO of another was busy hedging supply costs by betting on com

modities futures-with little regard to emerging technologies in his 

own company that would render the need for such commodities ob

solete. Some companies lost millions, or even went out of business, 

making bets of this sort on the future while their core competencies 

and innovative capabilities withered. 

As people, businesses, institutions, and nations, we could main

tain our story of the future only by wearing increasingly restrictive 

hlinders to block out the present. Business became strategy, career 

hecame a route to retirement, and global collaboration became 

brinksmanship. This all worked as long as we could focus on those 

charts where everything pointed up. But then the millennium ac

lually came. And then the stock market crashed. And then down 

came the World Trade Towers, and the story really and truly broke. 

The discontinuity generated by the 9/11 attacks should not be 

1I nderestimated. While I was writing this very chapter, I met with 

.l recent college graduate who was developing a nonprofit company 

~ll1d website to help create relationships between "millennials" of 

Iler generation and more aged mentors of my own. She explained 

I hat her generation was idealistic enough to want to help fix the 
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world, but that they Itad lwell "ILIIIII1.II)""II,\, 1)111 and now we're 

incapable of accessing thl' gn'all'1' 1111111,111 1'1'''11'1 (S," Somehow, she 

felt, the tragedy had disconllt'ued lilT ,I~('I)(,LI( lOll from a sense of 

history and purpose, and that they "needed (() lOlllll'ct with people 

from before that break in the story in order to get hack on track." 

This was also the generation who used their first access to the 

polls to vote for Obama. She and her friends had supported his 

campaign and responded to his explicitly postnarrative refrain, bor

rowed from Alice Walker's book title: "We are the ones we have 

been waiting for. We are the change we seek." What a call to pr~s

entism this was! Young people took Obama at his word, rising to 

the challenge to become change rather than wait for it. Of course, it 

turned out to be more of a campaign slogan than an invitation to 

civic participation-just more rhetoric for a quite-storybook, ends

justify-the-means push to power. It would be left to the Occupy 

movement to attempt a genuinely presentist approach to social and 

political change. But Obama's speechwriters had at least identified 

the shift under way, the failure of stories to create a greater sense of 

continuity, and the growing sense that something much more im

mediate and relevant needed to take their place. 

//////////,/'/////.1'///////////,,(////////////////#///////////.1//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

BIG STORIES 

Traditional stories, with traditional, linear arcs, have been around 

for a long time because they work. They seem to imitate the shape 

of real life, from birth to death. Like a breath or lovemaking, these 

sorts of stories have a rise and a satisfying fall; a beginning, a mid

dle, and an end. While it seems quite natural to us today, this fa

miliar shape didn't become the default sttucture of stories until 

pretty late in human history, after the invention of text and scrolls, 

in literate cultures such as ancient Greece. 
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The Bible's stories-at least the Old Testament's-don't work' 

quite the same way. They were based more in the oral tradition, 

where the main object of the storyteller was simply to keep people 

involved in the moment. Information and morals were conveyed, but 

usually by contrasting two characters or nations with one another

one blessed, the other damned. Epic poems and, later, theater, fol

lowed the more linear progression we might better associate with a 

scroll or bound book. There's a beginning and there's an end. Wher

ever we are in the story, we are aware that there are pages preceding 

and pages to come. Our place in the scroll or book indicates how 

close we are to finishing, and our emotional experience is entirely 

bound up in time. 

Aristotle was the first, but certainly not the last, to identify the 

main parts of this kind of story, and he analyzed them as if he were 

a hacker reverse-engineering the function of a computer program. 

The story mechanics he discovered are very important for us to un

derstand, as they are still in use by governments, corporations, reli

gions, and educators today as they attempt to teach us and influence 

our behaviors. They are all the more important for the way they 

have ceased to work on members of a society who have gained the 

ability to resist their spelL This has put the storytellers into present 

shock. 

The traditional linear story works by creating a character we 

can identify with, putting that character in danger, and then allow

ing him or her to discover a way out. We meet Oedipus, Luke Sky

walker, or Dora the Explorer. Something happens-an initiating 

event-that sends the character on a quest. Oedipus wants to find 

the truth of his origins; Luke wants to rescue Princess Leia; Dora 

wants to get the baby frog back into its tree. So then the character 

makes a series of choices that propel him or her into increasingly 

dangerous situations. Oedipus decides to find and kill the murderer 

of King Laius; Luke becomes a Jedi to fight the Empire; Dora en

lists her monkey pal, Boots, to help her bring the baby frog through 
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the scary forest to its home. At each step along the way, the charac

ter proceeds further into peril and takes the audience further up the 

path into tension and suspense. 
Just when the audience has reached its peak of anxiety-the 

place where we can't take any more without running out of the the

ater or throwing the book on the floor-we get our reversal. Oedi

pus learns that the murderer he seeks is himself; Luke learns that 

Darth Vader is his father; Dora learns she herself holds the answer 

to the ugly old troll's riddle. And with that, finally, comes full rec

ognition and release of tension. Oedipus blinds himself, Luke brings 

his dying father back to the light side of the force, and Dora gets the 

baby frog to its family's tree. Most important, the audience gets ca

tharsis and relief. The ride is over. The greater the tension we were 

made to tolerate, the higher up the slope we get, and the more we 

can enjoy the way down. 
This way oforganizing stories-Joseph Campbell's "heroic jour

ney")-is now our way of understanding the world. This may have 

happened because the linear strucrure is essentially true to life, or we 

may simply have gotten so accustomed to it that it now informs the 

way we look at events and problems that emerge. Whatever the case, 

this structure also worked perfectly for conveying values of almost 

any kind to the captivated audience. For if we have followed the pro

tagonist into danger, followed him up the incline plane of tension 

into a state of great suspense and anxiety, we will be willing to ac

cept whatever solution he is offered to get out. Arnold Schwarzenegger 

finds a new weapon capable of killing the bad aliens, the interroga

tor on LaU' & Order uses psychology to leverage the serial killer's ego 

against himself, or the kids on Glee learn that their friendships mat

ter more than winning a singing contest. The higher into tension 

we have gone, the more dependent we are on the storyteller for a 

way out. That's why he can plug in whatever value, idea, or moral 

he chooses. 
Or product. The technique reaches its height, of course, in any 
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typical television commercial. In just thirty seconds (or twenty-eight 

seconds, when you account for the fades to and from video black

ness), a character finds himself in a situation, makes choices that put 

him in danger, and then finds a solution in the form of a purchase. 

I;or just one actual example: A girl is anticipating her high school 

prom when she notices a pimple on her cheek (initiating event). She 

{fies hot compresses, popping it, and home remedies, which only 

make it worse (rising tension). Just when it looks as though there's 

no way to avoid being terribly embarrassed and humiliated at her 

prom, a friend sees the pimple and, instead of teasing her, tells her 

about the new fast-acting pimple cream (reversal). She puts on the 

cream (recognition) and goes to the prom, pimple free (catharsis). 

If we have followed the character up the ramp of tension into 

danger, then we must swallow the pill, cream, gun, or moral the sto

ryteller uses to solve the problem. For all this to work, however, the 

storyteller is depending on a captive audience. The word "entertain

ment" literally means "to hold within," or to keep someone in a cer

Clin frame of mind. And at least until recently, entertainment did 

just this, and traditional media viewers could be depended on to sit 

rhrough their programming and then accept their acne cream. 

Even if television viewers sensed they were being drawn into an 

anxious state by a storytelling advertiser who simply wanted to push 

~l product, what were the alternatives? Before the advent of interac

t ive devices like the remote control, the television viewer would have 

had to get up off the couch, walk over to the television set, turn the 

(I ial, tune in the new station, and then adjust the rabbit ears. Or 

simply walk out of the room and possibly miss the first moments of 

(he show when the commercial ended. Although television viewers 

weren't as coerced into submission as a churchgoer forced to stay in 

(he pew and listen to the story as the minister related it, they were 

s{ ill pretty much stuck swallowing whatever pill the programmer 

Illserted into the turning point of the narrative. 

Then came interactivity. Perhaps more than any postmodern 
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idea or media l'duca(llI'. (h!' 1'l'11l()(1' ((>l1Irol changed the way we re

lated to televisioll. its lOl1lllH'1'l lals. and the story structure on which 

both depended. PrevioLlsly. leaving (he coLlch and walking up to the 

television to change the chan lid III ight cost more effort than merely 

enduring the awful advertisement and associated anxiety. But with a 

remote in hand, the viewer can click a button and move away effortlessly. 

Add cable television and the ability to change channels without retun

ing the set (not to mention hundreds of channels to watch instead 

of just three), and the audience's orientation to the program has ut

terly changed. The child armed with the remote control is no longer 

watching a television program, but watching television-moving 

away from anxiety states and into more pleasurable ones. 

Take note of yourself as you operate a remote control. You don't 

click the channel button because you are bored, but because you are 

mad: Someone you don't trust is attempting to make you anxious. 

You understand that it is an advertiser trying to make you feel bad 

abour your hair (or lack of it), your relationship, or your current 

SSRI medication, and you click away in anger. Or you simply refuse 

to be dragged still further into a comedy or drama when the pro

tagonist makes just too many poor decisions. Your tolerance for his 

complications goes down as your ability to escape becomes increas

ingly easy. And so today's television viewer moves from show to 

show, capturing important moments on the fly. Surf away from the 

science fiction show's long commercial break to catch the end of the 

basketball game's second quarter, make it over to the first impor

tant murder on the cop show, and then back to the science fiction 

show before the aliens show up. 

Deconstructed in this fashion, television loses its ability to tell 

stories over time. It's as if the linear narrative structure had been so 

misused and abused by television's incompetent or manipulative 

storytellers that it simply stopped working, particularly on younger 

people who were raised in the more interactive media environment 

and equipped with defensive technologies. And so the content of 
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(devision, and the greater popular culture it leads, adapted to the 

!lew situation. 

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////p ,//// ////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// //// 

NOW-1ST POP CULTURE IS BORN 

Without the time or permission to tell a linear story with a begin

ning, a middle, and an end, television programmers had to work 

with what they had-the moment. To parents, educators, and con

cerned experts, the media that came out of this effort has looked 

like anything but progress. As Aristotle explained, "When the sto

rytelling in a culture goes bad the result is decadence."6 At least on 

a surface level, the new storyless TV shows appeared to support Ar

istotle's maxim. 

Animated shows masquerading as kids' programming, such as 

Beavis and Butt-head (1993) and The Simpsons (1989), were some of 

the first to speak directly to the channel surfer.? MTV's animated hit 

Beavis and Butt-head consists of little more than two young teenag

ers sitting on a couch watching MTV rock videos. Though dangerously 

mindless in the view of most parents, the show artfully recapitu

lates the experience of kids watching MTV. As the two knuckle

heads comment on the music videos, they keep audience members 

aware of their own relationship to MTV imagery. The show takes 

the form of a screen-within-a-screen, within which typical MTV 

videos play. But where a rock video may normally entice the viewer 

with provocative or sexual imagery, now the viewer is denied or even 

punished for being drawn in. When the sexy girl comes into frame, 

Butt-head blurts out, "Nice set"; Beavis giggles along; and the viewer 

is alienated from the imagery. The two animated kids are delivering 

a simple object lesson in media manipulation. When they don't like 

something, one says, "This sucks, change it," and the other hits the 

remote. Beavis and Butt-head might not have singlehandedly rendered 
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the rock video obsolete, but their satire provided a layer of distance 

and safety between viewers and the programming they no longer 

trusted. 
The cult hit Mystery Science Theater 300() (first aired in 1988) 

rumed this genre into something close to an art form. Set in the fu

rure, the show allows the audience to watch along as the sole captive 

inhabitant of a space station and his two robot companions are forced 

to view bad B movies and low-budget science fiction sagas. Our 

television screen shows us the movie, with the heads of the three 

audience members in silhouette, Looney Tunes-style, several rows 

ahead of us. The trio makes comments and wisecracks about the 

movie, much as we may do if we were watching with our own 

friends. 
But we're not. For the most part, viewers of this late-night show 

are isolated in their apartments, using the images on their screens 

as surrogate companions. In a self-similar fashion, the character 

trapped in the futuristic space station has fashioned his own robot 

friends out of spare projection parts-the ones that could have 

given him some control over when the movies are shown. He uses 

the technology at his disposal to provide himself with simulated 

human interaction but has given up a certain amount of freedom to 

do so. So, too, do the young viewers of the show simulate a social 

setting with their television sets, suffering through the long, awful 

sci-fi movies delivered on the network's schedule for the joy of 

simulated companionship. MST3K, as its fans caU it, is both enter

tainment and mirror. If we can no longer follow a character through 

his story over time, we can instead be that character in the moment. 

Most of the film's dialogue is drowned out by the antics in the 

audience, and the plot is lost to the endless succession of jokes and 

mimicry. The linear progression of the film's story is sacrificed to 

the more pressing need for a framework that mirrors the viewing 

expenence. 
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The individual jokes and asides of the characters also make up 

,[ new media education for the show's audience. Almost all of the 

humor is derived from references to other media. The robots make 

an Andrew Lloyd Webber grill to burn the composer's self-derivative 

scores and argue about the relative merits of the Windows and Mac

intosh operating systems. When they observe Bela Lugosi taking 

off his lab coat in a campy old sci-fi feature, the robots sing, "It's a 

beautiful day in the laboratory" to the tune of the Mister Rogers' 

Neighborhood theme. The robots make sure to call attention to every 

cheesy special effect and structural flaw. As the noise of guns and 

guard dogs pursue escaping convicts, a robot shouts, "Sounds like 

rhe foley artists are chasing us. Move it!" Toward the end of another 

film, one robot comments, "Isn't this a little late in act three for a 

plot twist?" 

To appreciate the humor of the show, viewers need to under

stand the media as a self-reflexive universe of references, any of 

which can be used to elucidate any other. Each joke is a demonstra

tion of the media's self-similarity. This is not a humor of random 

association but a comedy of connectivity where images and ideas 

from very disparate sources are revealed as somehow relevant to 

one another. To belong to the MST3K culture is to understand at 

least some of the literally hundreds of references per show and, 

more important, how they relate to one another. When this is not 

the object of the game, the characters instead keep their audi

ence aware of their moment-to-moment relationship to the media, 

either by commenting on the technical quality of the film or by 

calling attention to themselves as recapitulated bracketing devices. 

The Simp.rons, now in its twenty-fourth season of self-referential 

antics, brings the same TV-within-a-TV sensibility to an even wider, 

mainstream audience. The opening theme still plays over animation 

of the entire family rushing home to the living room couch in time 

!(Jr their favorite show. Mirroring our increasingly ironic sensibility, 
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the program's child protagonist, Bart Simpson, seems aware of his 

own role within the show and often comments on what his family 

must look like to the audience watching along. 

Although The Simpsons episodes have stories, these never seem to be 

the point. There are no stakes: characters die, or do things that would 

kill them, yet reappear in later episodes. The fact that Homer (after the 

Greek hero) Simpson might have caused a nuclear spill does not create 

tension in the typical sense, and nobody watching particularly cares 

whether the town ofSpringfield is spared the resulting devastation. We 

are not in a state of suspense. Instead, the equivalents of recognition or 

reversal come from recognizing what other forms of media are being 

satirized in any given moment. When Homer picks up his daughter 

from child care, she is perched on a wall next to hundreds of other 

pacifier-sucking babies. The "a-ha" moment comes from recognizing it 

is a spoof of Hitchcock's The Birds-and that institutional child care 

has taken on the quality of a horror movie. Unlike his ancient Greek 

counterpart, Homer has no heroic journey. He remains in a suspended, 

infinite present, while his audience has all the recognitions. 

Still on the air after all these years, The SimpsonJ, along with the 

many satirical, self-referential shows that followed its path (the cre

ators of Family Guy, South Park, and even The Office all credit The 

Simpsom as a seminal influence), offers the narrative-wary viewer 

some of the satisfaction that traditional stories used to provide

but through nonnarrative means. Family Guy (1999), canceled by 

FOX in 2002 but revived in 2005 when its popularity online kept 

growing, seems tailor-made for the YouTube audience. The show's 

gags don't even relate to the story or throughline (such as they are), 

but serve as detours that thwart or halt forward motion altogether. 

Rather than simply scripting pop culture references into the scenes, 

Family Guy uses these references more as wormholes through which 

to escape from the temporal reality of the show altogether-often 
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ror minutes at a time, which is an eternity on prime-time television. 

In one episode the mom asks her son to grab a carton of milk, "and 

be sute to take it from the back." Apropos of nothing, a black-and

white sketch of a man's hand pulls the child into an alternate uni

verse of a-ha's iconic 1984 "Take On Me" music video. The child 

tuns through a paper labyrinth with the band's front man for the 

better part of a minute before suddenly breaking through a wall 

and back into the Family Guy universe. 

This reliance on what the show's YouTube fans call "cutscenes" 

turns what would have been a cartoon sitcom into a sequence of in

finite loops, each one just as at home on the decontextualized Inter

net as they are strung together into a half hour of TV. The only real 

advantage to watching them in their original form within the pro

gram is the opportunity to delight in the writers' audacious disre

gard for narrative continuity (and for pop culture as a whole). 

Finally, going so far out on this postnarrative journey that it 

comes full circle, NBC's unlikely hit Community (2009) is ostensibly 

a plotted sitcom about a group of misfits at Greendale Community 

College-except for the fact that the characters continually refer to 

the fact that they are on a television sitcom. For example, as Green

dale's principal completes his standard PA announcements at the 

opening of one scene, the character Abed-a pop-culture-obsessed 

voyeur with Asperger's syndrome who is often a proxy for the 

audience-remarks that the announcement "makes every ten min

utes feel like the beginning of a new scene of a TV show." He 

continues, "Of course, the illusion only lasts until someone says 

something they'd never say on TV, like how much their life is like 

TV. There, it's gone." 

Community assumes such extensive pop cultural literacy that 

even its narrative tropes-odd couple turned best friends; triumph 

of the underdog; will they or won't they do it?-are executed with 
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dripping irony. These are overwrenched plots, recognized as parody 

by an audience well versed in television's all too familiar narrative 

arcs. They even do one of those highlights episodes stringing to

gether scenes from previous episodes (the kind that normal sitcoms 

do to fill up an episode with old free footage), except none of the 

scenes are actually from previous episodes. It's a series of fake flash

backs to scenes that never appeared in those episodes-a satire of the 

clip-show trope. "Community," writes Hampton Stevens in the Atlan

tic, "isn't actually a sitcom-any more than The Onion is an actual 

news-gathering organization. Community, instead, is a weekly satire of 

the sitcom genre, a spoof of pop culture in general."8 While The Simp

sons and Family Guy disrupt narrative in order to make pop culture 

references, Community's stories are themselves pop culture references. 

Narrative becomes a self-conscious wink. 

Through whichever form ofpostmodern pyrotechnics they prac

tice, these programs attack the very institutions that have abused 

narrative to this point: advertisers, government, religions, pop cul

ture sellouts, politicians, and even TV shows themselves. They don't 

work their magic through a linear plot, but instead create contrasts 

through association, by nesting screens within screens, and by giv

ing viewers the tools to make connections between various forms of 

media. It's less like being walked along a pathway than it is like 

being taken up high and shown a map. The beginning, the middle, 

and the end have almost no meaning. The gist is experienced in 

each moment as new connections are made and false stories are ex

posed or reframed. In short, these sorts of shows teach pattern rec

ognition, and they do it in real time. 

Of course, this self-conscious parody was just one of many re

sponses to a deconstructing mediascape. TV and movies, low cul

ture and high culture, have all been contending with the collapse of 

narrative. Some resist and some actively contribute; some complain 

while others celebrate. We are just now finding a new equilibrium 
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in a transition that has taken over twenty years-most visibly in 

the cinema. As if responding to the disruption of the remote control 

and other deconstructive tools and attitudes, many American films 

of the late 1990s seemed to be searching for ways to preserve the 

narrative structure on which their messages and box office receipts 
were depending. 

Movies dedicated to preserving the stories we use to understand 

ourselves turned the cut-and-paste technologies against the digital 

era from which they emerged, as if to restore the seamless reality of 

yesterday. The mid-1990s blockbuster Forrest Gump, for just one ex

ample, attempted to counteract the emerging discontinuity of the 

Internet age by retelling the story of the twentieth century from the 

perspective of a simpleton. Filmmaker Robert Zemeckis was al

ready most famous for the Back to the Future series in which his char

acters went back in time to rewrite history. Forrest GlImp attempts 

this same revisionist magic through a series of flashbacks, in which 

the audience relives disjointed moments of the past century of tele

vised history, all with Gump magically pasted into the frame. We 

see Gump protesting the Vietnam War, Gump with John Lennon, 

and even Gump meeting JFK and saying he needs to pee. 

Gump's lack ofawareness allows him to fall, by sheer luck, into 

good fortune at every turn. He becomes a war hero and multimil

lionaire by blindly stumbling through life with nothing more 

than the good morals his mom taught him, while the people around 

him who seem more aware of their circumstances drop like flies 

from war wounds, AIDS, and other disasters. In this story's tradi

tionally narrative schema, Gump is saved and most everyone else is 

damned. The impending unpredictability of life beyond narrative 

is reinterpreted as a box of chocolates-"You never know what 

you're gonna get." But it's a box of chocolates! You can pretty well 

count on getting a chocolate as long as you don't reach outside of the 

box into the real work! of sharp rocks and biting bugs. The opening 
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sequence of the movie tells it all: in one continuous shot a feather 

floats on the wind, effortlessly wandering over the rooftops ofa small, 

perfect town, and lands at Gump's feet, either coincidentally or by di

vine wilL Of course, it was neither luck nor God's guiding the feath

er's path, but the will of the movie's director, who used cinematic 

trickery to create the continuous sequence. Just like Gump, we, the 

audience, are kept ignorant of the special effects, edits, and superim

positions, as technology is exploited to make the facade look seamless 

and reaL And what does Gump do with the feather? He puts it in an 

old box with his other collected trinkets-contained, like everything 

else, within his oversimplified narrative. 

If Forrest Gump could be considered a defender of the narrative 

worldview, its mid-1990s contemporary, Quentin Tarantino's Pulp 

Fiction, may be thought of as its opposite. Where Gump offers us a 

linear, if rewritten, historical journey through the decades since World 

War II, PlIlp Fiction compresses imagery from those same years into 

a stylistic pastiche. Every scene has elements from almost every 

decade-a 1940s-style suit, a 1950s car, a 1970s telephone, a 1990s 

retro nightclub-forcing the audience to give up its attachment to 

linear history and accept instead a vision of American culture as a 

compression of a multitude of eras, and those eras themselves being 

reducible to iconography as simple as a leather jacket or dance step. 

The narrative technique of the film also demands that its audience 

abandon the easy plot tracking offered by sequential storytelling. 

Scenes occur out of order and dead characters reappear. On one level 

we are confused; on another, we are made privy to new kinds of in

formation and meaning. The reordering of sequential events allows us 

to relate formerly nonadjacent moments of the story to one another in 

ways we couldn't if they had been ordered in linear fashion. If we 

watch someone commit a murder in one scene, our confusion about 

his motivations can be answered by going backward in time in the 

very next scene. The movie's final protagonist, Bruce Willis, comi

cally risks his life to retrieve the single heirloom left to him by his 
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father: his watch. PlIlp Fiction delights in its ability to play with time, 

~l[1d in doing so shows us the benefits of succumbing to the chaos of a 

postnarrative world. The object of the game is to avoid getting 

freaked out by the resulting gaps, juxtapositions, and discontinuity. 

Slowly but surely, dramatic television and cinema seemed to give 

Lip the fight, and instead embrace the timelessness, even the purpose

lessness, of living in the present. The classic situation comedy had 

been narrative in its construction. The "situation" usually consisted of 

a history so important to the show that it was retold during the open

ing theme song. A poor mountaineer was shooting at some food, ac

cidentally struck oil, got rich, and brought his whole hillbilly family 

to Beverly Hills. A three-hour boat tour meets with a storm at sea, 

shipwrecking a group of unlikely castaways. Compared to these set

ups, modern sitcoms appear as timelessly ahistorical as Waiting for 

Godot. Friends chronicles the exploits of some people who happen to 

frequent the same coffee bar. Seinfeld is a show about nothing. The 

backs tory of TlI'o anda HalfMen has more to do with Charlie Sheen's 

dismissal and Twitter exploits than the divorces of the show's 

in-world characters. These shows are characterized by their frozen

ness in time, as well as by the utter lack of traditional narrative goals. 

The new challenge for writers is to generate the sense of captiv

ity, as well as the sensations and insights, of traditional narrative

but to do so without the luxury of a traditional storyline. So they 

come up with characters who simply wake up in a situation and 

have to figure out who they are or what the heck is going on around 

them. The characters are contending with the same present shock as 

their creators. 

The movie Memento follows a man who loses his memory every 

few hours and must repiece together his existence (and a murder 

mystery) in essentially no time at all. He tattoos clues and insights 

to his body, turning himself into a mosaic of hints. If he is able to 

piece together the pattern, he will know who he is and what hap

pened to him. Working with the same handicap as his screenwriter, 
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the character is attempting to construct narrative sense without the 

luxury of narrative time. Somehow, the reality of his situation must 

come together for him in a single moment. 

CS1, one of the most popular franchises on television, brings this 

presentist sensibility to the standard crime drama. Where Law & 

Order investigates, identifies, and prosecutes a murderer over a pre

dictable sequence of discoveries, CSI uses freeze-frame and computer 

graphics to render and solve the murder as if it were a puzzle in space. 

It's not a crime, but a crime scene. Potential scenarios-even false 

ones-are rendered in 3D video maps, as the detectives attempt to 

deconsttuct a single sustained moment. 

The TV hits Lost and Heroes take on this same quality. In Lost, 

characters find themselves on an island where the rules oflinear time 

no longer apply. Successive seasons of the series bring progressively 

more convoluted permutations on time travel and fate. Solving the 

mystery of the island and their relationship to it is not the result of 

a journey through evidence but a "making sense" of the world in the 

moment. Heroes moves back and forth through time in a similar 

fashion, replacing linear storytelling with the immediacy of puzzle 

solving. While the various superheroes are indeed preparing to pre

vent an apocalyptic explosion from destroying New York City, the 

dramatic action is much more concerned with piecing together a co

herent temporal map of the universe in which they are living. The 

shows are less about what will happen next, or how the story will end, 

than about figuring out what is actually going on right now-and 

enjoying the world of the fiction, itself 

True, there may have always been forms of storytelling less con

cerned with climax than they are with their own perpetuation. The 

picaresque adventures of Don Quixote gave way to the serialized 

adventures of Dickens's novels and eventually found new life in 

American soap operas. But the beauty and reassurance of these sorts 

of entertainments was that there was always a tomorrow. Somehow, 
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t he characters would continue on and never gain so much insight as 

t () become wise. They were often children, or perpetually deluded, 

()r just plain simple. As time sped up and narrative fell apart, how

ever, the soap opera form declined from a height of nineteen differ

ent shows in 1970 to just four today. 

Taking their place are the soap-opera-like series of pay televi

sion, such as the acclaimed The Wire and The Sopranos. The Wire, 

which follows drug dealers, corrupt union bosses, and politicians 

through Baltimore, never doles out justice. A world in which no 

good deed goes unpunished, The Wire is as existential as TV gets

a static world that can't be altered by any hero or any plot point. It 

just is. (The characters may as well be on the series Oz, which takes 

place in the limbo of prison.) Characters experience their reality in 

terms of their relationship to the "game"-a way of life that is ex

perienced more like a person playing an arcade shooter than going 

on an epic quest. Likewise, The Sopranos was a soap opera about sur

vival in the midst of internecine battles. The characters long to be 

characters in The Godfather movies, who lived by a strict code ofeth

ics and whose careers had more predictable, traditional arcs. The 

celebrated, controversial last episode of the series was one of TV's 

most explicit depictions of present shock: in a seemingly innocuous 

scene, the screen suddenly just goes black. Tony Soprano's existence 

could end at any moment, without his even being aware that it has 

ended. No drama, no insight. So, too, for the member of a society 

without narrative context-at least until he develops alternatives 

to the linear story. 

Still other television creators have taken their cue instead from 

the epic narratives of Japanese manga comics, developing stories 

with multiple threads that take years to unfold. Individual episodes 

of The X Files (1993), Babylon Fi{)e (994), Battlestar Galactica (2004), 

Mad Men (2007), or Breaking Bad (2008) may not be capable of 

conveying a neatly arced storyline, but the slowly moving "meta 
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narrative" creates sustained tension-with little expectation of final 

resolution. 

New incarnations of this approach, such as HBO's sprawling 

Game of Thrones (2011), use structures and tropes more common to 

player-derived fantasy role-playing games than television. The open

ing titles sequence of the show betrays this emphasis: the camera 

pans over an animated map of the entire world of the saga, showing 

the various divisions and clans within the empire. It is drawn in the 

style of a fantasy role-playing map used by participants as the game 

board for their battles and intrigues. And like a fantasy role-playing 

game, the show is not about creating satisfying resolutions, but 

rather about keeping the adventure alive and as many threads going 

as possible. There is plot-there are many plots-but there is no 

overarching story, no end. There are so many plots, in fact, that an 

ending tying everything up seems inconceivable, even beside the 

point. 

This is no longer considered bad writing. In fact, presentist lit

erature might even be considered a new genre in which writers are 

more concerned with the worlds they create than with the charac

ters living within them. As Zadie Smith, author of White Teeth, 

explained in an interview, it is no longer the writer's job to "tell us 

how somebody felt about something, it is to tell us how the 

world works."9 like other contemporary authors, such as Don 

Delillo, Jonathan lethem, and David Foster Wallace, Smith is less 

concerned with character arcs than with what she calls "problem 

solving." Just like the worlds of television's Lost or Heroes, the 

worlds of Delillo's White Noise and lethem's Chronic City are like 

giant operating systems whose codes and intentions are unknown 

to the people living inside them. Characters must learn how their 

universes work. Narrativity is replaced by something more like 

putting together a puzzle by making connections and recognizing 

patterns. 
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REALITY BYTES 

This same impulse lies at the heart of so-called reality TV-the 

unscripted, low-budget programs that have slowly replaced much of 

narrative television. Producers of these shows chose to embrace the 

collapse of linear narrative once they realized this meant that they 

were also relieved of the obligation to pay writers to tell a story or 

actors to perform it. Instead, the purveyors of reality TV simply roll 

camera in situations and locations that are most likely to generate 

drama or at least some conflict. 

The first of these shows documented something close to reality. 

Cops, created by John langley back in 1989 and still in production 

in dozens of countries, follows real police officers as they go on their 

patrols, chase drug addicts or drunk spouse abusers, and make ar

rests. The show's opening song lyric, "What you gonna do when they 

come for you?" reveals the presentist premise: this is instructional 

video for how to act when you get arrested. The self-satisfied closing 

monologues of the police assuring us that justice has simply been 

served replace the character-driven insights and clever reversals of tra

ditional crime drama. The arresting of lowlifes is not a special event 

but what might be considered a "steady state"-a constant hum or a 

condition of the presentist universe. 

Another reality-TV archetype was born with MTV's The Real 

World, first broadcast in 1992 and still on the air, which represents 

itself as a slice of its viewing demographic's real lives. The show was 

inspired by the 1970s documentary series An American Family, which 

set out to document the daily reality of a typical family's experience 

but hit the jackpot when the parents waged an unexpected and 

spectacular divorce while the son also realized he was gay, all in 

prime time. In hopes of yielding similarly sensational effects, The Real 

World selects a group of good-looking eighteen- to twenty-five-year
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olds and puts them in an apartment together with dozens of cameras 

running twenty-four hours a day. Any moment is as potentially sig

nificant as any other. It's up to the editors to construct something like 

narrative, after the fact. Of course, the participants are actually 

competing for attention, and hoping to get noticed and selected for 

careers on MTV or in a related industry. So they generate drama as 

best they can by having sex, fighting, engaging in dangerous behav

ior, or thinking up something provocative to do that hasn't been 

done by someone else in one of the other twenty-eight seasons of the 

show. The Real World also solves the television advertiser's dilemma in 

a medium where traditional commercials no longer work: product 

placement. 

After all, in the channel surfers' DVR-enabled media environ

ment, sponsors no longer have the luxury ofcaptive viewers who will 

sit through commercials. Many of us are watching entire season's 

worth of episodes in a single weekend through streaming services 

such as Hulu or Netflix. The traditional timeline of television sched

ules vanishes in an on-demand world, so the sponsor must embed 

advertising into the very fabric of the programming. Reality TV has 

proved a better backdrop for this, because the disruptions don't com

promise the reality of the situation. When we see a real product in a 

fictional show, we are drawn out of the fantasy and back into real

world considerations. The viewers of The Real World, ironically, have 

no such expectation of the consistency of reality. They know enough 

about marketing to accept that the clothes the participants wear 

might be sponsored by fashion companies in the same way that pro

fessional sports uniforms are sponsored by Nike. That's the real 

world, after all. If Donald Ttump's "apprentices" are all working to 

brand a new hamburger, the audience understands that Burger King 

has paid for the exposure. In presentist TV, programmers lose the 

ability to distinguish between the program and the commercial

but they also lose the need to do so. 

The bigger challenge is creating content compelling enough to 
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watch, and to do so without any setup at all. Without the traditional 

narrative arc at their disposal, producers of reality TV must generate 

pathos directly, in the moment. This accounts tor the downward 

spiral in television programming toward the kind of pain, humilia

tion, and personal tragedy that creates the most immediate sensa

tion for the viewer. What images and ideas can stop the channel 

surfer in his tracks? The extent of the horror on screen is limited 

only by the audience's capacity to tolerate the shame of its own com

plicity. We readily accept the humiliation of a contestant at an Amer

ican Idol audition-such as William Hung, a Chinese American boy 

who revived the song "She Bangs"-even when he doesn't know we 

are laughing at him. The more of this kind of media we enjoy, the 

more spectacularly cruel it must be to excite our attention, and the 

better we get at evading the moral implications of watching the 

spectacle. 

It calls to mind the questions posed back in the 1960s by Yale 

psychologist Stanley Milgram, who had been fascinated by the im

pact of spectacle and authority on soldiers' obedience in Nazi Ger

many. Milgram wanted to know ifGerman war criminals could have 

been following orders, as they claimed, and not truly complicit in the 

death camp atrocities. At the very least, he was hoping to discover 

that Americans would not respond the same way under similar cir

cumstances. He set up the now infamous experiment in which each 

subject was told by men in white lab coats to deliver increasingly in

tense electric shocks to a victim who screamed in pain, complained of 

a heart condition, and begged for the experiment to be halted. More 

than half of the subjects carried out the orders anyway, slowly increas

ing the electric shocks to what they believed were lethal voltages. On 

a structural level-and maybe also an emotional one-reality TV 

mirrors much of this same dynamic. No, we're not literally shock

ing people, but we are enjoying the humiliation and degradation of 

the participants, from the safe distance of an electronic medium. 

The question is not how much deadly voltage can we apply, but how 
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shamefully low can we go? Besides, the producers bear the real 

brunt of responsibility-just as the men in lab coats did in the re

search experiments. * 
And while these sorts of studies were declared unethical by the 

American Psychological Association in 1973, reality TV does seem 

to have picked up the thread-less for research purposes than as a 

last-ditch attempt to generate spectacle without narrative. Because 

they can't write scripts, reality-show producers must front-load the 

probability for drama into the very premises of their shows. In this 

sense, programs like Big Brother, Survivor, or Wife Swap are as purpose

fully constructed as psychology experiments: they are setups with 

clear hypotheses, designed to maximize the probability of drama, 

conflict, and embarrassment. Let's get women to fawn over a million

aire, perform sex acts with him on television, and then reveal that he's 

really a construction worker. Let's confine a dozen celebrity addicts in 

a recovery facility together, make them go off drugs cold turkey, and 

see what happens! (Yes, these are real shows.) 

There is certainly a freedom associated with the collapse of nar

rative, but it is very easily surrendered to the basest forms of spec

tacle and abuse. Why bother making a television show at all when 

kids are more likely to watch a one-minuteJackass clip on YouTube 

of a young man being subjected to the "fart mask"? (Don't ask.) 

We find nearly every corner of popular culture balancing the wel

come release from traditional storylines against the pressure to pro

duce similarly heightened states without them. The emergence of 

interactivity and deconstruction of the late 1990s led to more than 

one reaction from programmers and audiences. It resulted in both 

* Ironically, after I whimsically suggested this connection during a lecture tour 
in Europe, a French television producer tried it for real in a program called The 
Game of Death. Of course, in this case, the real victims were the people who be
lieved they were the torturers. Under the approving watch of the producers, 
many contestants delivered what they believed to be lethal doses of electricity to 

hired acrors. 
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the self-conscious, existentially concerned presentism of The SojJra

nos and Lost, as well as the crass, spectacular present shock of The 

Jerry Springer Show, Fam of Death videos, Mob Wives, Toddlers and Ti

aras, and even the Paris Hilton sex tapes. 

Concerned mythologists and anthropologists foresaw this mo

ment of discontinuity and called upon storytellers to create a new 

story for this new society-or else. Joseph Campbell believed the 

first images of the Earth from space utterly shattered our individual 

cultural narratives and required humanity to develop a universal 

story about Gaia, the Earth Mother. That clearly hasn't happened. 

Robert Bly sees manhood as the principal victim of the end of sto

rytelling, as men no longer have a way to learn about the role of the 

father or the qualities of good leadership. By retelling lost myths, 

Bly hopes, men can reestablish their connection to these traditions. 

But stories cannot truly come to the rescue of people who no lon

ger have the time or trust required to respond to narrativity. What if 

stories themselves are incompatible with a presentist culture? How 

then do we maintain a sense of purpose and meaning? Moreover, how 

do we deal with the trauma of having lost these stories in the first 

place? 

Some of the initial responses to living in a world withour nar

rative are as refreshing as others are depressing. What appears at 

first like a positive, evolutionary leap in our ability to contend with 

newfound complexity quickly, even invisibly, often seems to degen

erate into exploitation and cynicism. It's not an either/or; in most 

cases, both are true. 

Young people have proved the most adaptable in this regard, 

maybe because they are less likely to mourn what they never knew 

about to begin with. It's not just their media consumption that's 

changing, but their social and physical activities as well. For example, 

freestyle, independent sports such as skateboarding and snowboard

ing have surged right 'along with nonnarrative media. Camcorders, 

indie media, and YouTube no doubt had something to do with this, 
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as kids had an easy way to record and share their best stunts for all 

the world to see. A ten-second video shown on a one-inch-high 

screen can't really do justice to a Major League Baseball double play 

(you can't even see the ball), but it's the perfect format for a single 

daring skateboard flip. The individualism of personal media seemed 

perfectly wed to the individualism of extreme sports. But the shift 

in sports activity goes deeper than this. 

Traditional team sports are not only dependent on mainstream, 

larger screen television for their success, but also on the top-down 

style of old-school media and narrative consistency of an enduring 

and inviolable value system. Gridiron football has distinct battle 

lines, clear adversaries, regional loyalties, and a winner-take-all ethos. 

It is a military simulation that follows the same arc as any traditional 

teaching story-and often with a similar social or commercial pur

pose. A band of brothers comes together under the guidance of,a fa

therly coach, who leads them in a locker room prayer before inspiring 

them with a pep talk worthy of Henry V on Saint Crispin's Day. 

These tropes and values don't resonate in a postnarrative world. Be

sides, when we learn that the actual pregame talk in the locker room 

involves coaches offering a cash bounty to players who can injure the 

opposing quarterback,l° the integrity of that story is undermined

no matter how vigorously the league later fines the offenders. 

Baseball, meanwhile, found its power in hometown loyalty and 

American spirit. This was America's pastime, after all. But as the ge

neric power of cash overtakes the sport, teams end up moving from 

city to city, from historic stadiums to ones named after corporations, 

while players-free agents-follow the money. Players today rarely 

come from the cities where they play, making traditional hometown

hero narratives impossible to sustain. 

Familiar team rivalries give way to personal careerism, as play

ers compete for record-breaking stats that will win them lucrative 

product endorsements. Players don't take steroids on behalf of the 
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team but to accumulate home run totals worthy of admittance to the 

Hall of Fame. The congressional hearings on steroids in baseball re

vealed the players' own disillusionment with the sport. "Let's face it," 

Jose Canseco explained, "when people come to the ballpark, or watch 

LIS on TV, they want to be entertained." Jason Giambi echoed the sen

timent: "We're in the entertainment business." Disgraced home run 

legend Barry Bonds sadly admitted, "The last time I played baseball 

was in college." II 

In a piece on Boston's 2004 World Series victory, ESPN sports

writer Bill Simmons best voiced the sense of interruption and nar

rative collapse: "I always thought that, for the rest of my life, I would 

look at that banner and think only good thoughts. Now, there's a 

mental asterisk that won't go away. I wish I could take a pill to shake 

it from my brain." 12 There's a real asterisk, too, in the record books 

besides the winning seasons of steroid-using teams-as if to extract 

those years from the timeline of history. Senator John McCain sadly 

concluded that Major League Baseball was "becoming a fraud in the 

eyes of the American people." 1\ And, of course, every scandal and 

betrayal is chronicled in painstaking clarity by an always-on cadre 

of amateur journalists who-unlike the television networks-have 

nothing to lose by dismantling the illusion of traditional team sports. 

As a result, both the National Football League and Major League 

Baseball have been experiencing declines in attendance over the past 

four years. I ' The only league on the rise is the NBA, where individ

ual performance, celebrity, and slam dunks take precedence over local 

affiliation or team spirit. Michael Jordan's fade-away jumpers will be 

remembered longer than his tenuous connection to Chicago. But even 

there, strident individualism feels at odds with the central premise of 

team sport~. When NBA superstar LeBron James famously used a 

televised special-The Decision-to announce he was leaving his 

home state of Ohio to play for Miami, the Cleveland Cavaliers fans 

never forgave him. 
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Freestyle sports, like skateboarding, snowboarding, rock climb

ing, and mountain biking, are more compatible with a world in which 

team loyalty and military victory have given way to self-expression 

and the thrill of the moment. Team sports take hours to watch and 

require a very particular sort of commitment to play. A kid must sign 

up at school, submit to a coach, and stay for the season. By contrast, 

extreme sports are improvisational in nature, and more about texture, 

pleasure, and style than about victory over an adversary. They empha

size process, form, and personal achievement, and resist efforts to 

standardize play. When the world 's first great snowboarders were 

asked to participate in the initial Olympics competition for snow

boarding in 1998, they refused, because they were concerned it would 

redefine a freestyle sport as rules-based and combatively competitive. 

Extreme sports also tend to celebrate the very discontinuities

the roughness-that well-crafted narrative arcs try to smooth over. 

Compared with traditional parallel skiers, who pursue a streamlined 

descent down the slope, snowboarders actively thrash their course. 

They seek out the rough, icy patches that regular skiers avoid, 

in order to test their mettle and improvise new maneuvers. They 

cherish the unpredictability of the slope the same way that skate

boarders thrash the discontinuities of the urban landscape. Every crack 

in the sidewalk, every hydrant, and every pothole is an opportunity. 

Boarders' magazines of the mid-1990s contained articles relating 

skateboarding to chaos math, and snowboarding to Buddhism. 

The highly experiential now-ness of extreme sports was equally 

susceptible to the downward pull of present shock. Professional bas

ketball has a hard enough time maintaining a team ethic in the face 

of showboating and hotdogging antics on the court and off. Only 

heavy fines are enough to keep players thinking about team priori

ties, like actually winning games. Without any such disincentives, 

extreme sports stars soon disregarded the anticommercial ethos of 

their predecessors and began accepting lucrative sponsorships from 
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clothing companies and appearing on television shows dedicated to 

l hronicling their exploits. 

Meanwhile, the net celebrates kids whose antics are the most 

sensationalist and, as a result, often reckless and self-destructive. An 

entire genre of YouTube video known as Epic Fail features amateur 

I()otage of wipeouts and other, well, epic failures. "FAIL Blog," part 

of The Daily What media empire, solicits fail videos from users and 

features both extreme sports stunts gone awry along with more ran

dom humiliations-like the guy who tried to shoplift an electric 

guitar by shoving it down his pants. Extreme sports clips are com

peting on the same sensationalist scale and result in popular classics 

such as "tire off the roof nut shot" and "insane bike crash into sign." 

Daring quickly overtakes what used to be skill. In "planking" pho

toS and videos, participants seek to stay frozen in a horizontal plank 

position as they balance on a flagpole, over a cliff, or on top of a 

sleeping tiger. For "choking" videos, young people strangle one an

other to the point of collapse and, sometimes, death .15 

Maintaining a dedication to craft over crassness is not impossi

ble, but pretty difficult when sports enthusiasts find themselves 

competing for the same eyeballs and accolades as plankers and 

chokers. The predicament they face casts an unlikely but informa

tive light on the way adults, too, are coping with the demise of the 

stories we watch and use to participate in the world around us. 

: ~/////7//////////////////////////#/////////#h..y///////////'l'////////////////////'Q'//;t'#//////////,I///////////////////////////////////////// 

REAL-TIME FEED: THE CNN EFFECT 

While the shift away from grand narrative in spectator sports may 

not radically impact the world, the shift away from narrative in spec

tator democracy just could. What began as a simple expansion of 

(he way we were allowed to consume television news has resulted in 
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profound changes to the ways in which both policy and politics are 

conducted, or, sadly in most cases, not conducted at all. A presentist 

mediascape may prevent the construction of false and misleading 

narratives by elites who mean us no good, but it also tends to leave 

everyone looking for direction and responding or overresponding to 

every bump in the road. 

Until recently, ofcourse, television news tended to reinforce tra

ditional narrative values. Like the newsreels once shown in movie 

theaters, broadcast news compiled and contextualized footage from 

the field. By the early 1960s, the three main networks-CBS, NBC, 

and ABC-each had its own fifteen- to thirty-minute news pro

gram every weekday evening, anchored by a reassuring middle

aged man. These broadcasts enjoyed such authority that Walter 

Cronkite could end his broadcast, nonironically, by saying, "And 

that's the way it is." The daily news cycle gave everyone, from edi

tors to politicians, the opportunity to spin and contextualize news 

into stories. This is what journalism schools taught: how to shape 

otherwise meaningless news into narratives. 

Morning newspapers would have even more time to digest, for

mat, and editorialize on the news of the preceding day, so that the 

public wouldn't simply be confronted with the globe's many catas

trophes. We would be told what was being done about them or how 

they ended up, and those in charge were located and given a chance to 

reassure us. News editors also chose when to hold back a story al

together, for fear that its unresolved nature might worry us too 

greatly. Foreign dictators were not granted US airtime, for example, 

and scandals about politicians were held indefinitely or forever. Just 

as the New York Times promised us news that was "fit to print," tele

vision news shows sought to promote the interests, welfare, and con

tentment of America by creating a coherent narrative through 

which we could understand and, hopefully, dismiss the news before 

going to bed. Thank you and good night. 
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None of this was necessarily intended to be devious. The wide

spread belief among both the political and the media industries was 

that the public was not sophisticated enough to grasp the real issues 

of the day. Walter Lippman, America's first true public relations 

specialist, had convincingly argued in his 1922 book Pub/ic Opinion, 

"The real environment is altogether too big, too complex, and too 

fleeting for direct acquaintance."16 Incapable of grasping news di

rectly, the public was to be informed about issues only after a be

nevolent elite had crafted all this information and its implications 

into simple and palatable stories. In this view, the people are inca

pable of participating as informed members of a democracy, and 

their votes should not be left up to their discretion. Instead, public 

relations specialists would be hired to get people to vote in their 

own best interests. So, for example, after winning the presidency on 

a peace platform, Woodrow Wilson subsequently decided to go to 

war. He hired Lippman and his protege, Edward Bernays, to man

ufacture public consent for American participation in World War 1. 
Later, coverage of the Vietnam War threatened this arrange

ment, as daily footage of American soldiers enduring and even per

petrating war atrocities proved too much for the evening news to 

contextualize. There was still a story being told, but the story was 

out of the government's-or its propagandists'-control. If any

thing, the story that the television news was telling ended up more 

accurate than the one President Johnson's staff was feeding him. The 

cognitive dissonance between the stories we were trying to tell our

selves about who we were as a nation and a people began conflicting 

with the stories that we were watching on TV. In a world still orga

nized by stories, news about Vietnam atrocities and Watergate 

crimes can only mean there are bad people who need to be punished. 

This cognitive dissonance amounted to a mass adolescence for 

America: the stories we were being told about who we were and 

what we stood for had turned out to be largely untrue. And like any 
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adolescent, we felt ready to go out and see the world for ourselves. 

What a perfect moment for Ted Turner to arrive with an unfiltered 

twenty-four-hour news channel. Like every other escape from media 

captivity, the launch and spread of CNN in the 1980s appeared to 

offer us liberation from the imposed narratives of our keepers. In

stead of gettirig the news of the day neatly packaged by corporate 

networks into stories with tidy endings, we would now get live feeds 

of whatever was happening of importance, anywhere in the world. Al

though CNN would lack the network news's budgets, editorial expe

rience, and recognizable anchormen, it would attempt to parlay its 

unique position to its advantage. CNN was not under traditional cor

porate control, so it could present news without worrying about who 

or what was impacted; its always-on format meant the newsroom was 

not under the obligation to craft events into satisfying packages for a 

single evening broadcast; its position on the cable dial lowered expec

tations for high-budget production values; and, finally, its freedom 

from traditional narrative made it less suspect in the post-Watergate 

era. Like Ted Turner himself, CNN would be renegade, free of corpo

rate or government control, and utterly uncensored. 

This is why the network came under such widespread attack in 

its earlier days from traditional news media, academics, and pol

iticians. Contrary to journalistic standards of the day, CNN let 

Saddam Hussein speak directly to the American people. During 

Operation Desert Storm in 1991, CNN was the only network to 

broadcast the first bombardments of Baghdad from a hotel window, 

having made arrangements for transmission access with the Iraqi 

government that were later criticized. CNN also carried imme

diate and around-the-clock coverage of the Battle of Mogadishu, 

the protests at Tiananmen Square, and the fall of communism in 

Eastern Europe. This saturation with live, uncensored, and uncon

sidered images from around the world impacted public opinion 

profoundly and actually forced government leaders to make de

cisions more quickly. Officials at the Pentagon eventually dubbed 
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this phenomenon "the CNN effect," as then secretary of state James 

Baker explained, "The one thing it does, is to drive policymakers to 

have a policy position. I would have to articulate it very quickly. 

You are in real-time mode. You don't have time to reflect." 17 Baker 

isn't simply talking about needing to work and think faster; he's ex

pressing the need to behave in real time, without reflection. Policy, 

as such, is no longer measured against a larger plan or narrative; it is 

simply a response to changing circumstances on the ground, or on 

the tube. Ofcourse, the Internet, Facebook status updates, and Twit

ter feeds amplify this effect, bringing pings and alerts from around 

the world to people's desktops and smart phones without even the 

need for a CNN truck or a satellite feed. Just as CNN once forced 

network news broadcasters to carry images they might have other

wise held back, now YouTube forces the cable networks to show am

ateur clips, even if they do so with disclaimers. 

The focus on immediate response engendered by always-on news 

becomes the new approach to governance. Pollsters such as Republi

can operative Frank Luntzl8 take real-time, moment-to-moment mea

surements of television viewers' responses as they watch news debates. 

Holding small devices with dials called "people meters," sample audi

ence members register their immediate impressions of candidates, 

coverage, and calamity. Policy makers then use this information to 

craft their responses to crises as they unfold. No one has time to 

think, and insisting on a few hours or even an entire day to make a 

decision is regarded as a sign of indecision and weakness. The mythic 

emergency phone call to the president at 2 a.m. must not only be an

swered, but also responded to immediately, as if by instinct. 

As a result, what used to be called statecraft devolves into a 

constant struggle with crisis management. Leaders cannot get on top 

of issues, much less ahead of them, as they instead seek merely to re

spond to the emerging chaos in a way that makes them look author

itative. While grand n~rratives may have prompted ethnocentric and 

jingoistic attitudes from ideological policy makers (neoconservatism 
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being just one of the more recent varieties of world writing), the 

lack of any narrative at all subjects them to the constant onslaught of 

random disasters. The effort to decisively end a story is futile. George 

W. Bush posed his control over narrativity just three days after 9/11 

when he stood at Washington National Cathedral and told America, 

"This conflict was begun on the timing and terms of others; it will 

end in a way and at an hour of our choosing:· 19 He later landed on an 

aircraft carrier and stood in front of a Mission Accomplished banner, 

as if to punctuate the conclusion of this story, but reality would not 

submit. In a presentist world, it is impossible to get in front of the 

story, much less craft it from above. 

Likewise, without long-term goals expressed for us as readily 

accessible stories, people lose the ability to respond to anything but 

terror. If we have no destination toward which we are progressing, 

then the only thing that motivates our movement is to get away from 

something threatening. We move from problem to problem, avoiding 

calamity as best we can, our worldview increasingly characterized by 

a sense of panic. Our news networks and Internet feeds compound 

the sense of crisis by amplifying only the most sensational and nega

tive events, which garner the highest ratings and click-throughs, 

generating still more of the same. Yes, the news has always been 

dominated by darkness and disaster; newspapers with a dead body on 

the cover page sell better than those announcing a successful flower 

show. But now the feedback on viewer ratings is instantaneous, and 

its relationship to ad revenues is paramount, as once-independent 

news channels like CNN become mere subsidiaries of NYSE con

glomerates such as Time Warner. The indirect value that a quality 

news program may have to the reputation of an entire television fran

chise ceases to have meaning-or at least enough meaning to com

pensate .for poor ratings in the short term. Blatant shock is the only 

surefire strategy for gaining viewers in the now. In addition, the 2417 

news cycle creates the sense of a constant stream of crises that are 
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inescapable, no matter where we go.l remember a time in my youth 

when taking a vacation meant losing touch with whatever was going 

on. We would return home to mail, phone messages, and the major 

news stories. Now, as kids on line at Disneyworld busy texting their 

friends back home seem to attest, there's almost no way or cause to 

leave all that behind. 

The world is now connected by the news feeds of twenty-four

hour networks, and so together we watch the slow-motion, real-time 

disasters of Hurricane Katrina, Deepwater Horizon, and the Fuku

shima nuclear plant-as well as what feels like the utter ineffectual

ness of our leaders to do anything about any of it. CNN put up a live 

feed of the BP well spewing out its oil into the gulf and kept it in a 

corner of the broadcast continuously for months. The constancy of 

SLlch imagery, like the seemingly chronic footage of Katrina victims 

at the New Orleans Superdome holding up signs begging for help, is 

both unnerving and desensitizing at the same time. With each min

ute that goes by with no relief in sight our impatience is stoked fur

ther and our perception of our authorities' impotence is magnified. 

Talk radio and cable channels such as Fox News make good busi

ness out of giving voice to presentist rage. Opinionated, even indig

nant, news readers keep our collective cortisol (stress hormone) levels 

high enough to maintain a constant fight-or-flight urgency. Viewers 

too bored or impatient for news reporting and analysis tune in to 

evening debate shows and watch pundits attack one another. The 

pugilism creates the illusion of drama, except the conflict: has no be

ginning or end-no true origin in real-world issues or legitimate ef

fort at consensus. It's simply the adaptation of well-trodden and 

quite obsolete Right-Left debate to the panic of a society in present 

shock. What used to be the Left argues for progress: MSNBC's 

brand motto encourages us to "lean forward" into the future. What 

used to be the Right now argues primarily for the revival of early

twentieth-century values, or social conservatism. Whether looking 
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back or looking ahead, both sides promise relief from the shock of 

the present. 

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////1//////////////,-'///I/III//II///I/////!!!/!//!/!///! 

OCCUpy REALITY 

The problem with leaving the present altogether, however, is that it 

disconnects us from reality. For all the reality shows, twenty-four

hour news channels, issues-related programming, and supposed in

formation overload online, there's precious little for people to actually 

rely on or use effectively. Are real estate prices going up or down? 

Who is winning in Afghanistan? Do Mexicans take American jobs? 

It all depends on who is talking, as the descent of what used to be 

professional journalism into professional opining generates the sense 

that there is no objective truth. Every day, thanks to their immersion 

in this mediated distortion field, fewer Americans agree that the en

vironment needs to be protected or that biological species evolve. 

From 1985 to 2005, the number of Americans unsure about evolu

tion increased from 7 percent to 21 percent,20 while those question

ing global warming increased from 31 percent in 1997 to 48 percent 

in 2010.21 These impressions are formed on the basis of religious pro

gramming posing as news reporting and cable-channel debates about 

email scandals, while back in the real world, aquifers are disappear

ing and first-line antibiotics are becoming ineffective against rapidly 

mutating bacteria. In the relativistic haze of participatory media, it's 

all just a matter of opinion. You are entitled to yours and I am enti

tled to mine. This is a democracy, after all. As even the jaded, former 

public relations giant Richard Edelman now admits, "In this era of 

exploding media technologies there is no truth except the truth you 

create for yourself."22 
The Internet welcomes everyone into the conversation. An op-ed 

in the New York Times may as well be a column on the Huffington 
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Post, which may as well be a personal blog or Twitter stream. Every

one's opinion may as well matter as much as everyone else's, result

ing in a population who believes its uninformed opinions are as valid 

as those of experts who have actually studied a particular problem. (I 

can even sense readers bridling at the word "experts" in the preceding 

sentence, as if I have fallen into the trap of valuing an elite over the 

more reliable and incorruptible gut sense of real people.) College stu

dents often ask me why anyone should pay for professional journalism 

when there are plenty of people out there, like themselves, willing to 

write blogs for free? One answer is that government and corporations 

are investing millions of dollars into their professional communica

tions campaigns. We deserve at least a few professionals working full

rime to evaluate all this messaging and doing so with some level of 

expertise in ascertaining the truth. 

Young people are not alone in their skepticism about the value 

()f professional journalism. A 2010 Gallup Poll showed Americans at 

;tn under 25 percent confidence in newspapers and television news

a record low.23 Pew Research shows faith in traditional news media 

spiking downward as Internet use spikes upward, and that a full 42 

percent believe that news organizations hurt democracy. This is twice 

(he percentage who believed that in the mid-1980s, before the pro

Ii feration of the net.24 

As cultural philosopher Jurgen Habermas offered during his 

;Icceptance speech of a humanitarian award in 2006, "The price we 

I)ay for the growth in egalitarianism offered by the Internet is the 

,kcentralized access to unedited stories. In this medium, contribu

1ions by intellectuals lose their power to create a focus." 25 To be sure, 

(he rise of citizen journalism brings us information that the main

\1 ream media lacks either the budget for or fortitude to cover. Initial 

reports of damage during Hurricane Katrina came from bloggers 

.Ind amateur videographers. However, these reports also inflated 

I,ody counts and spread .rumors about rape and violence in the Su

I)('[dome that were later revealed not to have occurred.26 Footage and 

http:occurred.26
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reporting from the Arab Spring and the Syrian revolution-where 

news agencies were limited or banned-were almost entirely de

pendent on amateur journalists. But newsgathering during a bloody 

rebellion against a violently censorious regime is an outlier example 

and hardly the basis for judging the efficacy of amateur journalism 

in clarifying issues or explaining policy. 
If anything, such heroism under fire, combined with the gen

eral public's access to blogging technology and professional-looking 

website templates, gives us all the false sense that we are capable of 

researching and writing professional-quality journalism about any

thing. In fact, most of us are simply making comments about the 

columns written by other bloggers, who are commenting on still 

others. Just because we all have access to blogging software doesn't 

mean we should all be blogging, or that everyone's output is as rel

evant as everyone else's. Today's most vocal critic of this trend, The 

Cult of the Amateur author Andrew Keen, explains, "According to a 

June 2006 study by the Pew Internet and American Life Project, 34 

percent of the 12 million bloggers in America consider their online 

'work' to be a form of journalism. That adds up to millions of un

skilled, untrained, unpaid, unknown 'journalists'-a thousandfold 

growth between 1996 and 2006-spewing their (mis)information 

out in the cyberworld." More sanguine voices, such as City Univer

sity of New York journalism professor and BuzzFeed blogger Jeff 

Jarvis, argue that the market-amplified by search results and rec

ommendation engines-will eventually allow the better journalism 

to rise to the top of the pile. But even market mechanisms may have 

a hard time functioning as we consumers of all this media lose our 

ability to distinguish between facts, informed opinions, and wild 

assertions. 
Our impatient disgust with politics as usual combined with our 

newfound faith in our own gut sensibilities drives us to take matters 

into our own hands-in journalism and beyond, In a political world 

where ideological goals are replaced by terror and rage, it's no wonder 
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I he first true political movement to emerge out of present shock 

would be the Tea Party. This is the politics of PTSD, inspired by a 

Ilo-nonsense brand of libertarianism espoused by Texas congressman 

Ron Paul. Taking its name from the Boston Tea Party of 1773, when 

American colonists dumped British tea into the harbor in a tax revolt, 

loday's Tea Party movement shares the antiauthoritarian impulse of 

Its namesake and then expresses it as a distrust of government in all 

t()rms. While the Tea Party may have originated as an antitax move

ment, it has been characterized over time more by a disdain for con

sensus and an almost deliberate effort to remain ignorant of facts 

that may contradict its oversimplified goals. 

Tea Partiers, such as Michele Bachmann, either misunderstood 

or intentionally misrepresented the concept of a debt ceiling as a 

vote to authorize additional spending (when it is actually a vote to 

pay what has already been spent). The solution to the seemingly per

petual debt crisis? Shut down government. Healthcare system too 

complicated? End it. (Except, of course, for Medicare, which doesn't 

count.) Russia and China are evil, Arabs are scary, Mexicans are tak

ing Americans' jobs, and climate change is a hoax. As Columbia 

University historian Mark Lilla has chronicled, the combination of 

amplified self-confidence and fear of elites is a dangerous one. In his 

view, the Tea Partiers "have two classic American traits that have 

grown much more pronounced in recent decades: blanket distrust 

of institutions and an astonishing-and unwarranted-confidence 

in the self. They are apocalyptic pessimists about public life and 

childlike optimists swaddled in self-esteem when it comes to their 

own powers."27 

If the Tea Party is to be disparaged for anything, it is not for 

being too conservative, too right wing, or too libertarian, but simply 

too immature, quick-triggered, and impatient for final answers. Trau

matized by the collapse of the narratives that used to organize reality 

and armed with what appears to be access to direct democracy, its 

members ache for harsh, quick fixes to age-old problems-something 
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they can really feel-as if fomenting a painful apocalypse would be 

better than enduring the numbing present. 
More intellectually grounded conservatives and GOP regulars 

fear the Tea Party more than they fear Democrats, for they under

stand that this knee-jerk race to results undermines the very founda

tion and justification for representative democracy. As former George 

W. Bush speechwriter David Frum laments: 

A political movement that never took governing seriously was 

exploited by a succession of political entrepreneurs uninterested 

in governing-but all toO interested in merchandising. Much as 

viewers tune in to American Idol to laugh at the inept, borderline 

dysfunctional early auditions, these tea-party champions provide 

a ghoulish type of news entertainment each time they reveal that 

they know nothing about public affairs and have never attempted 

to learn. But Cain's gaffe on Libya or Perry's brain freeze on the 

Department of Energy are not only indicators of bad leadership. 

They are indicators of a crisis of followership. The tea party never 

demanded knowledge or concern for governance, and so of course 

it never got tbem.2H 

Representative democracy has a hard enough time justifying it

self in a digitally connected world where representation no longer 

means sending someone on a three-day carriage ride to the capital. 

Having cynically embraced the Tea Party as a means to an end, Re

publicans now face erosion of party integrity from within. Mean

while, as if aware of the role that the twenty-four-hour news cycle 

played in having generated this phenomenon, CNN partners with 

the Tea Party to arrange televised presidential debates. For the onc 

thing the Tea Party appears to want more than the destruction of 

government is to elect Tea Party members to positions within it. 

The impatient rush to judgment of the Tea Party movement 

is only as unnerving as the perpetually patient deliberation of its 
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counterpart present shock movement, Occupy Wall Street. Oppo

site reactions to collapse of political narrative, the Tea Party yearns 

for finality while the Occupy movement attempts to sustain inde

terminacy. 

Inspired by the social-media-influenced revolutions of the Arab 

Spring, Occupy Wall Street began as a one-day campaign to call at

tention to the inequities inherent in a bank-run, quarterly-focused, 

debt-driven economy. It morphed into something of a permanent 

revolution, however, dedicated to producing new models of political 

and economic activity by its very example. Tea Partiers mean to wipe 

out the chaotic confusion ofa world without definitive stories; the Oc

cupiers mean to embed themselves within it so that new forms may 

emerge. It's not an easy sell. The Tea Party's high-profile candidates 

and caustic rhetoric are as perfectly matched for the quick-cut and 

argument-driven programming of the cable news networks as the 

Occupiers are incompatible. Though both movements are reactions to 

the collapse of compelling and believable narratives, the Tea Party 

has succumbed to and even embraced the crisis mentality, while Oc

cupy Wall Street attempts to transcend it. 

This is at least part of why mainstream television news report

ers appeared so determined to cast Occupy Wall Street as the ran

dom, silly blather of an ungrateful and lazy generation of weirdos. 

As if defending against the coming obsolescence of their own trun

cated news formats, television journalists reported that the move

ment's inability to articulate its agenda in ten seconds or less meant 

there was no agenda at all. In a segment titled "Seriously!'!" CNN 

business anchor Erin Burnett ridiculed the goings-on at Zuccotti 

Park. "What are they protesting!!" she asked. "Nobody seems to 

know." Like The Tonight Show host Jay Leno testing random mall pa

trons on American history, Burnett's main objective was to prove that 

the protesters didn't know that the US government had been reim

bursed for the bank bailouts. More predictably, perhaps, a Fox News 

reporter appeared flummoxed when the Occupier he interviewed 
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refused to explain how he wanted the protests to end. Attempting to Occupy Wall Street is not a movement that wins and ends; it is 

transcend the standard political narrative, the protester explained, 

"As far as seeing it end, I wouldn't like to see it end. I would like to 

see the conversation continue." 29 

In this sense, regardless of whether its economic agenda is 
, 
~ 

grounded in reality, Occupy Wall Street does constitute the first ) 

truly postnarrative political movement. Unlike the civil rights pro

tests, labor marches, or even the Obama campaign, it does not take 

its cue from a charismatic leader, it does not express itself in bumper

sticker-length goals, nor does it understand itself as having a particu

lar endpoint. The Occupiers' lack of a specific goal makes it hard 

for them to maintain focus and cohesion. The movement may be at

tempting to embrace too wide an array of complaints, demands, and 

goals: the collapsing environment, labor standards, housing policy, 

government corruption, World Bank lending practices, unemploy

ment, increasing wealth disparity, and so on. Bur these many issues 

are connected: different people have been affected by different aspects 

of the same system-and they believe they are all experiencing symp

toms of the same core problem. But for journalists or politicians to 

pretend they have no idea what the movement wants is disingenuous 

and really just another form of present shock. What upsets banking's 

defenders and traditional Democrats alike is the refusal of this move

ment to state its terms or set its goals in the traditional language of 

campaIgns. 

That's because, unlike a political campaign designed to get some 

person in office and then close up shop (as in the election of Obama 

and subsequent youth disillusionment), this is not a movement with 

a traditional narrative arc. It is not about winning some debate point 

and then going home. Rather, as the product of the decentralized 

networked-era culture, it is less about victory than sustainability. It 

is not about one-pointedness, but inclusion. It is not about scoring a 

victory, bur groping toward consensus. It is not like a book; it is like 

the Internet. 

meant more as a way of life that spreads through contagion and cre

ates as many questions as it answers. The urban survival camps they 

set up around the world were a bit more like showpieces, congresses, 

and beta tests of new ideas or revivals of old ones. Unlike a tradi

tional protest, which identifies the enemy and fights for a particular 

solution, Occupy Wall Street just sits there talking with itself, de

bating its own worth, recognizing its internal inconsistencies, and 

then continuing on as if this were some sort of new normal. It is 

both inspiring and aggravating. 

Occupy's General Assembly methodology, for example, is a highly 

flexible approach to group discussion and consensus building bor

rowed from the ancient Greeks. Unlike parliamentary rules that pro

mote debate, difference, and decision, the General Assembly forges 

consensus by stacking ideas and objections as they arise, and then 

making sure they are all eventually heard. The whole thing is orches

trated through simple hand gestures. Elements in the stack are prior

itized, and everyone gets a chance to speak. Even after votes, exceptions 

and objections are incorporated as amendments. 

On the one hand, the process seems like an evolutionary leap 

forward in consensus building. Dispensing with preconceived narra

tives about generating policy demands or settling the score between 

Right versus Left, this process eschews debate (or what Enlighten

ment philosophers called "dialectic") for consensus. It is a blatant re

jection of the binary, winner-takes-all, political operating system that 

has been characterizing political discourse since at least the French 

National Assembly of the 1700s. But it is also a painstakingly slow, 

almost interminably boring process, in which the problem of how to 

deal with noise from bongo drummers ends up getting equal time 

with how to address student debt. It works well for those who are 

committed to sitting in a park doing little else with their days and 

nights, but is excruciating for those committed to producing results. 

Engaged with this way, the present lasts a whole long time. 
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The ambiance and approach of the Occupiers is more like a 

university-one of life's great pauses-than a political movement. 

Both online and offline spaces consist largely of teach-ins about the 

issues they are concerned with. Young people teach one another or 

invite guests to lecture them about subjects such as how the econ

omy works, the disconnection of investment banking from the 

economy of goods and services, possible responses to mass foreclo

sure, the history of centralized interest-bearing currency, and even 

best practices for civil disobedience. 

The approach is unwieldy and unpredictable but oddly consis

tent with the values of a postnarrative landscape. The Occupy ethos 

concerns replacing the zero-sum, closed-ended game of financial 

competition with a more sustainable, open-ended game of abun

dance and mutual aid. In the traditional political narrative, this 

sounds like communism, but to the Occupiers, it is a realization of 

the peer-to-peer sensibility of the social net. It is not a game that 

someone wins, but rather a form of play that-like a massive mul

tiplayer online game-is successful the more people get to play, and 

the longer the game is kept going. 

//////////////////////////////////////////////////////#//////u////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// / //// 

INFINITE GAMES 

Computer games may, in fact, be popular culture's first satisfactory 

answer to the collapse of narrative. Believe what we may about their 

role in destroying everything from attention spans and eyesight to 

social interactions and interest in reading, video games do come to 

the rescue of a society for whom books, TV, and movies no longer 

function as well as they used to. This is not simply because they are 

brighter and louder; the sounds and imagery on kids' TV these days 

have higher resolution and are even more densely packed. Video 

games have surpassed all other forms of entertainment in market 
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share and cultural importance because they engage with players in an 

open-ended fashion, they communicate through experience instead of 

telling, and they invite players into the creative process. While video 

games do occur over linear time, they are not arced like stories be

tween a past and the future. When they are off, they are gone. When 

they are on, they are in the now. 

Although religious historian James Carse came up with the con

cept of "infinite games" well before computer games had overtaken 

television, music, and movies as our dominant entertainment indus

try, his two categories of play help explain why electronic gaming 

would gain such favor in an era of present shock. Finite games are 

those with fixed endings-winners and losers. Most every game from 

tennis to football works this way. Victory is the scarcity: there can be 

only one winner, so players compete for the win. Infinite games, on 

the other hand, are more about the play itself They do not have a 

knowable beginning or ending, and players attempt to keep the game 

going simply for the sake of the play. There are no boundaries, and 

rules can change as the game continues. Carse's point is to promote 

the open-ended, abundant thinking of infinite games. Instead of 

competing against one another and aching for the finality of conclu

sion, we should be playing with one another in order to maximize the 

fun for all. Instead of yearning for victory and the death of finite 

games, we should be actively enjoying the present and trying to sus

tain the playability of the moment. It's an approach that favors 

improvisation over fixed rules, internal sensibilities over imposed 

morals, and playfulness over seriousness. 

While there is no such thing as a perfectly infinite game (except 

maybe for life itself), there are many increasingly popular forms of 

play that point the way to Carse's ideal. For anyone but professional 

performers, improvisational storytelling usually ends with early 

childhood and is replaced with books, television, and organized play. 

But beginning in the ~id-1970s (right around the time that TV re

motes became standard features), a new form ofgame emerged called 
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the fantasy role-playing game, or RPG. Inspired by the rules writ

ten for people who play war games with medieval miniature fig

ures, Dungeons & Dragons, the first published RPG, was a simple 

rule set that allowed players to imagine and enact adventures on a 

tabletop.* Unlike conventional games with sides and rules and win

ners, Dungeons & Dragons was really just a starting place for inter

active storytelling. Less like a performance than one of artist Allan 

Kaprow's "Happenings," D&D provided an excuse and a context for 

people to gather and imagine advenrures together. Each player began 

by creating a character sheet that defined his identity and attributes. 

Some attributes were purely creative (a dwarf with blond hair who 

wears a red hat), while others determined a character's abilities in the 

game, such as strength level, magical skills, or intelligence. A Dun

geon Master led the proceedings and refereed interactions. Beyond 

that, characters went on adventures and engaged in conflicts as fan

ciful as they could imagine. 

The popularity of RPGs was matched only by the consterna

tion they generated among parents and educators. Along with heavy 

metal music, Dungeons & Dragons was blamed for a collapse of 

ethics among young teens, drug abuse, and even murder. The un

derlying fear of RPGs, however, probably had a lot more to do with 

how open-ended they were. Kids went into the basement or game 

room for hours, became deeply involved in fantasy adventures that 

were sustained over months or even years, and the boundary be

tween the game and real life seemed to erode as players wore cos

tume pieces from the game to school, or utilized game strategies in 

daily activities. RPGs did not respect our notions of time boundar

ies. When was the game over? Who wrote the rules? How does a 

* Dungeons & Dragons was itself inspired by a set of rules written by Jeff Per
ren for people who played with miniature medieval figures, which was later ex
panded and published as the game Chain mail by Gary Gygax. 
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person win? If a game doesn't teach winning, is it simply crea(in~ 

losers? 

RPG players were aficionados of presentism, not merely tolera(

ing but delighting in stories without endings. While the adventllre\ 

they invented together had little arcs and minivictories for one char

acter or another, they were valued most for their ability to sllstaill 

themselves-and everyone's interest-over long periods of (ime. 

Dungeon Masters measured their reputations in terms of how long 

they could keep a game group together. They had one terrific advan

tage in this regard over regular storytellers: their audience activdy 

participated in the creation of the story. Instead of leading a passive 

audience through a vicariolls adventure and then inserting a partic· 

ular value into the climax, the Dungeon Master simply facilitalt·s 

the imaginative play of a group of peers. He sets up the world ill 

which the play takes place. In this sense, it was the purest preclll' 

sor to the interactive media that was to follow. 

RPG players were a natural fit and ready audience for video 

games, which tend to require a similarly open and participatory ap

proach to story. While not all video games wrestle directly with 1\ 

sues of narrativity, they all must contend with audience member\ 

who have the freedom to make their own, differing choices over (Ill' 

course of the game. Choices may be as limited as which asteroids (I) 

shoot at or as expansive as how to ally a number of raiding group\ 

to fight in a war. Wherever in the spectrum of free will and inter 

activity they fall, however, video games-like RPGs-reverse (I ll' 

rules of Aristotelian narrative. A traditional narrative leads i nev II a 

bly to its ending. That's the whole point: the character makes (Ill' 

best choices possible but meets a fate that seems almost destined, al 

least in retrospect. The audience must conclude this is the only wa\ 

things could have gone given the situation and the characters. I till<· 

hero makes a wrong choice, it's considered a hole in the plot. 

Video games are just the opposite. While the game writer Illa\ 
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have an ending or final level he wants everyone to get to at some 

point, moving through this world is supposed to feel like free will. 

Each scene opens up a series of choices. Instead of watching a char

acter make the only right choice in each scene, the player is the main 

character, confronted with a myriad of choices. While a traditional 

story narrows toward the destined ending, the game branches open 

to new possibilities. When we read a book or watch a movie, the best 

choice for each character already exists; it just hasn't been revealed. 

When we playa game, that choice is happening in real time. 

The many different types of video games exercise presentism dif

ferently. "Shooters," where the player runs around and shoots mon

sters or other enemies, may seem the most present-tense but actually 

offer the least amount of player authorship. While the player can kill 

things on each level in any number of ways, this only brings him to 

the next predetermined level. "God" games, like SimCity and Civili

zation, let players build and supervise worlds. The player may be 

charged with planning a city, managing a civilization from its incep

tion, or even evolving life from the beginning (as in Spore). The bi

ases of these worlds are determined by the choices the player makes. 

Violent choices yield a violent world; focusing on business may cre

ate a world more dominated by economics; and so on. 

But the most compelling and still largest sector of gaming is 

social games. In massively multiplayer online role-playing games, 

or MMORPGs, like World of Warcraft and Guild Wars, players join 

groups and set out on missions together. While the world in which 

they play is created by game companies, and the various monsters 

and natural phenomena they encounter have been preprogrammed, 

the interactions between the characters are all up to the players. 

Players choose whether to go on quests, to make friends, or to form 

groups that go on to attack others. The games are social in that par

ticipants really are playing with other people-even if separated by 

computers, Internet connections, and thousands of miles of physical 

distance. 
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Even the social games played on the Facebook platform would 

qualify as a crude form of this style of participatory storytelling. 

FarmVille and Mafia Wars have been huge successes (enough to jus

tify a billion-dollar stock offering by the company that released 

them). Like a god game, FarmVille lets players create and tend a farm, 

sell crops, then buy special decorations with the game money. The 

payoff, such as it is, is that because the game is happening on a social 

network, friends can see one another's farms. Similarly, Mafia Wars 

let players fight with and against one another over territory and sta

tus. The main way to gain status, and support the game company, is 

to recruit more players to be in one's mafia gang. Though they offer a 

whole lot less creative latitude than true MMORPGs, these games 

still give people who might never have played a video game the 

chance to experience entertainment that unfolds in the present tense. 

These experiences needn't be entirely devoid of meaning and val

ues, either. Just because an experience lacks narrativity doesn't mean 

it can't communicate and do so powerfully. Serious games, named for 

their intended effects, are computer games that attempt to convey se

rious things. Instead of inserting messages into games the wayan au

thor might insert a message into a book, games try to communicate 

through experience. So instead of watching a character get hoisted on 

his own petard for being too arrogant, the player is to experience this 

reversal and recognition himself. 

There are games about health, violence, ethics, pollution, and 

pretty much any serious subject you can imagine. Games for Change, 

for example, is an organization and website that collects and curates 

games that engage players with contemporary social issues. One of 

the most famous such games so far, Darfur is Dying, re-creates the 

experience of the 2.5 million Sudanese refugees. The player is the 

refugee, whose gender and other preconditions end up having a lot 

to do with what happens (rape, murder, or escape). In some sense the 

game is unwinnable, Qut the interactions and experience may con

vey more about the refugee plight and the futility of the situation 
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than a hundred hours of news footage. The game, like many others, 

provides opportunities for players to donate, Tweet, or otherwise use 

the Internet to participate in the cause. 

Games offer a healthier, or at least more active, response to the 

collapse of narrativity confounding much of the rest of popular cul

ture. They also offer us an inkling of how we may avert present 

shock altogether and instead adopt approaches that successfully re

orient us to the all-at-onceness of life today. Instead of panicking at 

the death of the story, players become the story and delight in acting 

it out in real time. The people designing the game can still commu

nicate values if they choose to; they simply need to do it by offering 

choices instead of making them in advance. 

This approach is applicable almost anywhere narrative is fail

ing. In the world of politics, this would mean taking the tack of the 

Occupiers prototyping new modes of activism-eschewing ends

justify-the-means movements and developing a normative behav

ior, instead. In retail, the equivalent would mean deemphasizing 

brand mythologies and focusing instead on what is called brand 

experience-the actual pathway the customer takes through the real 

or virtual shopping environment. It's not about the story you tell your 

customer; it is about the experience you give him-the choices, im

mersion, and sense of autonomy. (It also means accepting transpar

ency as a new given, and social media as the new mass communications 

medium, as we'll see in chapter 4.) In medicine, it means enlisting 

patients in their own healing process rather than asking them to do 

nothing while blindly accepting the magical authority of the doctor 

and a pharmaceutical industry. Understanding these cultural, politi

cal, and market dynamics through the lens ofgaming helps us tran

sition from the world of passively accepted narrative to one that 

invites our ongoing participation. 

Games point the way toward new ways of accomplishing what 

used to be done with stories. They may not be a cure-all, but they 

can successfully counteract some of the trauma we suffer when our 
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stories come apart. Our disillusionment is offset by a new sense of 

participation and self-direction. 

In fact, gaming's promise as an antidote to post-traumatic stress 

on a cultural scale finds support in its increasing use as an actual 

treatment for post-traumatic stress disorder on an individual level. 

At a University of Southern California lab called the Institute for 

Creative Technologies, a psychologist named Albert "Skip" Rizzo 

has been using virtual-reality simulations to treat Iraq War veterans 

suffering from severe PTSD. He started with the immersive video 

war game Full Spectrum Warrior, and then adapted it for use in 

therapy sessions. The patient wears 3D virtual-reality goggles and 

describes the scene of his trauma as the therapist builds that world 

around him. The patient holds a game controller and walks or drives 

or shoots as he did in the war zone. The therapist uses the game to 

re-create the entire scene, allowing the patient to relive all of the 

horror of the lost and tragic moment in the safety and from the dis

tance of a computer simulation. 

I had the chance to use the gear myself while working on a doc

umentary about how digital technologies change the way we live. 

Rizzo operated the simulation as I described a car accident that had 

occurred many years ago, in which I lost my best friend. I was origi

nally planning on criticizing the technology for getting in the way of 

the human contact between therapists and their patients-but I was 

wrong. I had told the story of my car accident to many people, even a 

few psychotherapists, but never felt anything about the incident had 

been resolved. Just telling the story somehow was not enough. But in 

the simulator, I was able to tell Dr. Rizzo that the sky was a bit 

darker-it wasn't quite dawn. He darkened the sky. Pinker, I said. He 

made it pinker. And there were some thinned-out shrubs on the side of the 

road. He added them. And my friend had a paler complexion. Done. 

Rizzo used another device to generate the smell of the desert and the 

juniper bushes I described. It was as if I were there again. 

More important, Rizzo was there with me the whole time. He 
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wasn't just making the simulation for me; he was in the simulation 

with me. The human connection was actually more profound than 

when I had told the story to friends and even a therapist before, be

cause I knew for sure that he could Jee what I meant-because he was 

literally seeing and hearing and smelling what I was. By bringing a 

traumatically archived narrative into the present, the game simula

tion allowed me to reexperience it in real time instead of the artifici

ality of my story about it. It became real, and I have to admit, I was 

changed and even largely healed through the experience, which was 

meant only to demo the technology and not treat my own PTSD. But 

I never underestimated the potential of computer games again. 

Computer gaming is valuable to us not just through its partic

ular applications, but as the inkling of an approach to contending 

with present shock-in this case, the inability of stories to function 

as they used to. Without the beginnings and endings, nor the origins 

and goals offc'red by linear narratives, we must function instead in 

the moment. We must mourn the guiding stories we have lost, while 

also contending with new measures of control, freedom, and self

determination. Gaming is a great lens through which to see this pro

cess of maturation. 

Narrativity is just the first of many things obsolesced by pres

entism, and the sense of trauma at losing linearity just the first of 

five main forms of present shock. But like the rest, it provokes both 

some initial, panicked reactions as well as a few more constructive 

alternatives. The disappearance of story first incites a knee-jerk 

sensationalism. We attempt to re-create the exhilaration and fall 

of traditional narrative with the increasingly lewd, provocative; or 

humiliating imagery of the reality-TV spectacle. Our always-on 

news media follows suit and, spurred further by the needs of the 

multinational corporations that own them, reproduce what had 

been the narrative authority of the newscaster with the graphic au

thority of the lens. How we're supposed to feel about it, on the other 

hand, is debated in real time as the images still play behind them. 
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Young people raised in this environment are among the first to 

take back what has been lost. Instead of finding new storytellers, 

they become the equivalent of storytellers themselves. Snowboarders 

score their own paths down a slope, while skateboarders reinterpret 

the urban landscape as an obstacle course. Like their peers in other 

pursuits, they are playing winnerless, infinite games. This growing 

improvisatory subculture of players also abandons the single-minded 

effort of political parties to win offices; they instead write their own 

set of behavioral norms for activism and economic justice. Instead of 

looking to TV and film to inform them about the world and its val

ues, they turn to computers and games to choose their own adven
tures and find their own answers. 

Of course, it's not as easy as all that. The digital environment 

presents many challenges of its own, and members of the connected 

generation are among the first casualties of its many distractions and 

discontinuities. Computers and the net may be running in real time, 

but its torrent of pings seems to be coming at us from all sides simul

taneously. Which flashing screen we choose to answer often means 

less about whom or what we want to engage with than who or what 

we want to be, ourselves, in that moment. We're in the game, all 

right, but playing on many different levels at once. Or at least we're 
trying to. 

And this struggle to be in more than one place at the same 

time leads to the next main type of present shock. 
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As I saw it, his big mistake was showing me the com

pound at all. But I suppose the numerous construction crews and 

contractors responsible for converting this former missile silo into 

an apocalypse bunker know its location as well. So does the docu

mentary crew from History Channel who filmed him there a few 

weeks before my own visit. Still, a promise is a promise, so I won't 

tell you in which Midwestern state (starts with K) "Dan" (not his 

real name) has built the bunker he believes will be capable of sus

taining him and his family through the apocalypse. 

"I don't mean apocalypse in the religious way," Dan explains as 

he escorts me down the single spiral metal staircase leading to the 

living quarters. (Hard to get out in a fire, I suppose, but easier to 

defend if attacked.) ''I'm thinking Contagion, Asteroid, even China 

Syndrome," he explains, using movie-title shorthand for global pan

demic, collision with an asteroid, or nuclear meltdown. He is used 

to being interviewed. 

243 
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"What about The Day After Tomorrow?" I suggest, bringing cli

mate change into the mix. 

"Not likely," Dan says. "That's been debunked." 

Dan is a former real estate assessor who now makes his living 

selling information online to "preppers" like himself, who have as

sumed that catastrophe is imminent and that the best way through 

is to prepare for the inevitable collapse of civilization as we know it. 

Even without an apocalypse, the bunker is about as nice as one could 

expect a windowless underground apartment to get. It has been 

built into the control rooms of a decommissioned nuclear missile silo 

that is surrounded by a dozen feet of concrete in all directions. 

Still, the air is significantly cooler and more pollen-free than the 

summer-scorched fields aboveground, making the place feel more 

than livable. There's a little kitchen done up in '70s colors: lime green 

laminate countertops and orange vinyl chairs. It's a bit like what you'd 

see in a nice trailer home or on a houseboat. There's a door leading to 

a series of pantries I'm told contain a ten-year supply of food for six 

people. On the next level, three bedrooms and a media room with 

built-in monitors and a couch that looks like it time traveled from 

an Avengers episode. The whole place has been meticulously 

designed-not just its interior finishes but the solar-powered gener

ators, the air-purification system, the radiation shielding, and the 

intrusion-deterrence system. It is as well thought-out as ten screen

plays, with each doomsday scenario integrated into the layout or 

hardware. 
I can't help but imagine myself in this setting, having time to 

watch the entire Criterion Collection of DVDs, read the philosophy 

I've never had time for (most of whatever happened between Saint 

Thomas Aquinas and, say, Francis Bacon), or get to know my family 

without the pressures of homework, the Internet, or neighbors. Time 

for ... 
And then I realize I have been sucked in by the allure. This mis

sile silo repurposed as a bomb shelter isn't a Plan B at all, but a 
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fantasy. Whether Dan ever has to-or gets to-live in this place, its 

mere creation may be its truest purpose. Where the basement model 

railroad once gave the underachiever a chance to build and run a 

world, the doomsday apartment gives the overwhelmed present

shock victim the chance to experience the relief of finality and a re

turn to old-fashioned time. 

Dan and thousands of other preppers and doomsdayers around 

the world (but particularly in the United States) expect a complete so

cietal breakdown in their own lifetimes. Their visions are confirmed 

by media such as History Channel 's Armageddon week or ads on 

Christian and right-wing radio for MREs (meals, ready to eat, used 

by soldiers) and silver coins (to use after the collapse of the banking 

system). A company named Vivos is selling reservations for apart

ments in a Walmart-sized bunker in Nebraska. An initial down pay

ment of $25,000 earns you a place in an underground community 

where they have thought ofeverything, from a beauty salon to a small 

prison for those who might get out of control after the world is gone. 

Sales of Vivos and similar bunkers increase tenfold during well

covered disasters such as nuclear accidents, pandemic scares, and 

terrorist events. But there's more than rational self-preservation at 

work here. Apocalyptic headlines give justification to a deeper urge. 

Any natural or man-made disaster simply provides the pretense to 

succumb to what we will call apocalypto- a belief in the imminent 

shift of humanity into an unrecognizably different form. 

At least the annihilation of the human race-or its transmog

rification into silicon-resolves the precarious uncertainty of pres

ent shock. So far in our journey, we have seen the human story collapse 

from a narrative into an endless occupation or infinite game. We have 

seen how digital technology continually challenges our coherence and 

connection to the natural rhythms that used to define our biology 

and psychology alike. We have watched banks and businesses com

press time into time, leveraging the moment like an overwound 

spring. And we have seen identity itself devolve into a nonlocal pattern 
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in a depersonalized fractal. Apocalypto gives us a way out. A line in 

the sand. An us and a them. And, more important, a before and an 

after. 

That's why it's important that we distinguish between valid con

cerns about the survival ofour species and these more fantastic wishes 

for reversal and recognition-the story elements at the end of all he

roic journeys. If anything, the common conflation of so many apoca

lypse scenarios-bird flu, asteroid, terrorist attack-camouflages 

ones that may actually be in progress, such as climate change or the 

slow poisoning of the oceans. In their book The Last Myth, Mathew 

Barrett and Mel Gilles put it this way: 

By allowing the challenges of the 21st century to be hijacked by 

the apocalyptic storyline, we find ourselves awaiting a moment 

of clarity when the problems we must confront will become ap

parent to all-or when those challenges will magically disap

pear, like other failed prophecies about the end of the world. Yet 

the real challenges we must face are not future events that we 

imagine or dismiss through apocalyptic scenarios of collapse

they are existing trends. The evidence suggests that much of 

what we fear in the future-the collapse of the economy, the ar

rival of peak oil and global warming and resource wars-has al

ready begun. We can wait forever, while the world unravels 

before our very eyes, for an apocalypse that won't come.! 

For many, it's easier, or at least more comforting, to approach 

these problems as intractable. They're just too complex and would 

involve levels of agreement, cooperation, and coordination that seem 

beyond the capacity of humans at this stage in our cultural evolu

tion, anyway. So in lieu of doing the actual hard work of fixing these 

problems in the present, we fantasize instead about life afterward. 

The crisis of global warming morphs into the fantasy of living off 

the grid. The threat of a terrorist attack on our office tower leads us 
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to purchase an emergency personal parachute for easy egress, anJ to 

wonder how far up the org chart we might be promoted once every

one else is gone. The collapse of civilization due to nuclear accident, 

peak oil, or SARS epidemic finally ends the ever-present barrage of 

media, tax forms, toxic spills, and mortgage payments, opening the 

way to a simpler life of farming, maintaining shelter, and maybe de

fending one's family. 

The hardest part of living in present shock is that there's no end 

and, for that matter, no beginning. It's a chronic plateau of intermi

nable stresses that seem to have always been there. There's no orig

inal source to blame and no end in sight. This is why the return to 

simplicity offered by the most extreme scenarios is proving so allur

ing to so many of us. 

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// ////////////////////4///)'/// 

I, ZOMBIE 

Even those of us who aren't storing up on survival shelter supplies at 

Costco (yes, they now sell MREs and other apocalypse goods) are 

nonetheless anxious to fantasize about the coming Armageddon. In 

popular culture, this wish fulfillment takes the form of zombie mov

ies and television shows, suddenly resurrected in the twenty-first cen

tury after decades of entombment. AMes The Walking Dead, in 

which a ragtag group of fairly regular folks attempts to survive a total 

zombie apocalypse, is the highest-rated basic-cable drama of all time. 

Like any great action drama, a zombie show gives its viewers 

the opportunity to strategize, vicariously, on a very simple playing 

field. Scenario: two people are running from a horde of flesh-eating 

zombies and losing ground. If one person shoots the other, will this 

attract enough zombies to the victim to allow the shooter to get 

away? Is such a sacrifice· ethical? What if it allows the shooter to re

turn to the camp with medical supplies that save a dying child? 
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This was the climax of just one episode of The Walking Dead, which

like many others-spawned countless pages of online discussion. 

The Prisoner's Dilemma-like clarity of the scenario reassures 

modern audiences the way Cain and Abel simplified reality for our 

ancestors. But in our case, there's no God in judgment; rather, it's 

the zero-sum game of people with none of civilization's trappings to 

mask the stark selfishness of every choice, and no holy narrative to 

justify those choices. 

The zombie legend originated in the spiritual practices of Afro

Caribbean sects that believed a person could be robbed of his soul by 

supernatural or shamanic means and forced to work as an uncom

plaining slave. Canadian ethnobotanist Wade Davis studied Haitian 

voodoo rituals in the 1980s and determined that a kind of "zombie" 

state can be induced with powerful naturally derived drugs. In horror 

films, people become zombies by whatever process is deemed scariest 

by the filmmaker of the era-magic, possession, viral infection-but 

the result is the same. The victim becomes a walking corpse, a human 

without a soul. 

Indeed, zombies are the perfect horror creations for a media

saturated age in which we are overloaded with reports of terrorism, 

famine, disease, and warfare. Zombies tap into our primal fear of being 

consumed and force us to come up with something-anything-to 

distinguish ourselves from the ever-hungry, animated corpses traips

ing about the countryside and eating flesh. Deep down, these schlocky 

horror flicks are asking profound questions: What is life? Why does it 

depend on killing and consuming other life? Does this cruel reality of 

survival have any intrinsic meaning? How will it all end? 

The way in which zombie movies pose these questions has 

changed significantly over time, telling us more about ourselves, 

and about what we most fear, in the process. Zombies have been a 

staple of American filmmaking since the indie flick White Zombie 

(1932), best remembered for its eerie shots of undead slaves staring 

into the night. In that movie, Bela Lugosi plays an evil sorcerer who 
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promises to turn a woman into a zombie so that her spurned lover 

can control her forever, presumably as a mindless sex servant. Per

fect fare for a nation finally reckoning with its own population of 

former slaves, as well as one of preliberated females just beginning 

to find their own voices. Back then, though, the big questions 

seemed to have more to do with whether a walking dead servant or 

wife could fully satisfy a man's needs. (Given the outcome, appar

ently not.) By 1968 George Romero's low-budget classic Night of the 

Living Dead had reversed this dynamic. Now it was up to the film's 

human protagonists to distinguish themselves from the marauding 

bands of flesh eaters-and to keep from being eaten. Racial con

flicts among the film's living characters end up costing them valu

able time and resources; against the backdrop of attacking zombies, 

the racial tension of the late 1960s seems positively ludicrous. The 

film's African American hero survives the night but is mistaken for 

a zombie and shot dead the next morning. 

The film's sequels had survivors holing up in places like shop

ping malls, through which zombies would wander aimlessly all day 

as if retracing the steps of their former lives as consumers. Of course, 

the real consumption begins when the zombies find humans on 

whom to feast-an irony not lost on one tough guy who, as his intes

tines are being eaten, has enough wit to shout, "Choke on 'em!" What 

makes the humans for whom we're rooting any different from the 

zombies by whom we're repulsed? Not much, except maybe cannibal

ism, and the technical distinction that our humans are living while 

the zombies are "living dead." 

State-of-the-art zombie films-most notably 28 Days Later 

(2002) and its sequel, 28 Weeks Later (2007)-use the undead to ex

plore today's hazier ethical climate. Instead of fearing magic or con

sumerism, we are scared of the unintended consequences of science 

and technology. Perhaps that's why rather than reaching zombi fica

tion through magic or ·rampant consumerism, the undead in this 

film series have been infected by a man-made virus called "rage." 
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Playing to current apocalyptic fears, the zombies in 28 Days Later 

wipe out the entirety of England, which has been quarantined by 

th~ rest of the world in a rather heartless but necessary act of self

preservation. Like the hilarious but unironically fashioned book The 

Zombie Survival Guide (2003), here's a zombie tale for the 9/11 era, 

when fantasies of urban chaos and duct tape-sealed apartment win

dows are no longer relegated to horror films; these paranoid scenar

ios became regular fare on CNN. 

In 28 Weeks Later, well-meaning American troops work to re

build England by putting survivors in a protected green zone and 

even firebombing the innocent in a desperate attempt to quash a 

zombie insurgency. The movie's undead ruthlessly attack anyone for 

flesh, and its weaker characters choose to save their own skins in

stead of protecting their wives and children. The film's heroes dis

tinguish themselves and redeem our view of humanity through acts 

of self-sacrifice. It turns out, however, that they've sacrificed them

selves on behalf of a child who carries the virus and goes on to in

fect the rest of the world. Humanity, like civil liberty, is no longer 

a strength but a liability. 

In the TV series The Walking Dead, as well, we are to question 

who truly are the ones who have lost their humanity-whatever 

that may have been. In the season three finale (the most-watched 

basic-cable hour ever) the protagonist murders his best friend and 

squad car partner-who just so happens to be in love with his wife. 

The writers are at pains to cast the humans as not simply respond

ing as necessary to apocalyptic circumstances, but using these cir

cumstances as an excuse to act upon long-repressed impulses. The 

zombie apocalypse not only relieves us of our highly stressed, over

civilized, and technologically determined lives, it reveals the sav

agery and selfishness innate to our species. We have no morality 

separating us from brute nature or even lifeless matter, so we hu

mans may as well be walking dead. 

• 1 
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TRANSCENDING HUMANITY 

For all the flesh eating going on in the zombie genre, there's some

thing positively flesh loathing about the psychology underlying it. 

People are the bad guys. Apocalypto seems less about transforming 

the human species than transcending it altogether. In neither the 

hallucinations of psychedelic 2012 end-of-worlders nor the scenarios 

forecast by techno-enthusiast extropians do we humans make it 

through the chaos attractor at the end of time-at least not in our 

current form. And why should we want to, when human beings are 

so loathsome, smelly, and inefficient to begin with? The postnarra

tive future belongs to the godhead, machines, cockroaches, plane

tary intelligence, complexity, or information itself. 

Of course, it's not really the future, since-according to a good 

many of these apocalyptans-time will have stopped entirely. To 

• them, present shock is not a metaphor at all-not a state of confu

sion or a dynamic between people and their increasingly presentist 

society-but rather an existence outside time. That's part of what 

makes it so fantastic to think about, but also so inhospitable to cel

lular organisms such as you and me. 

To understand this strain of present shock, we have to go back 

to the fractal and the way it inspires people to look for patterns. My 

first exposure to the logic of apocalypto came through an old friend 

of mine, a shamanic explorer with a penchant for Irish folklore 

named Terence McKenna. Terence, one of the most articulate stoned 

heroes of the psychedelics underground, saw in fractals a way to 

pattern time itself. Back in the 1970s, he and his brother Dennis 

spent several months in the Amazonian rainforest, ingesting native 

mushrooms and other potent psychedelics. During these vision 

quests, the brothers experienced themselves traveling out of body, 

inside the body, and through the core of human DNA. After a 
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particularly harrowing excursion in which one of the brothers got 

"lost" between dimensions, Terence became obsessed with navigat

ing this timeless terrain. He wanted to make sense of the infinity of 

the fractal. 

He emerged with a new understanding of time as having an 

endpoint-a "teleological attractor," as Terence put it-drawing us 

toward greater interconnectedness and complexity. The increasing in

tensity of our era can be attributed to our nearing the event horizon 

of this attractor. It's basically like a waterfall or black hole in the 

time-space continuum that we are drawn toward, fall through, and 

are then utterly changed-if we make it out the other end at all. Ac

cording to McKenna's schema, things keep getting more and more 

complex, interconnected, and unbearably strange, like a really weird 

and scary acid trip, where everything becomes part of the same pat

tern. Once everything ends up connected to everything else, reality 

itself reaches a singularity-a moment of infinite complexity in 

which everything occurs simultaneously. It's a moment of absolute 

present shock, in which history and the future and present fold into 

one another, ending time altogether. 

Terence immediately set upon figuring out just when this might 

happen and ended up using the sequence of the I Ching-the Taoist 

Book ofChanges and divination system-as the basis for a numerical 

formula that maps the rise and fall of novelty over any period of time. 

McKenna's Timewave Zero, as he calls it, is a shape-a linear graph

that is to be overlaid on the time line of history in order to figure out 

when things get weirder or less so. With a little bit of rejiggering, 

McKenna was able to layout his zigzaggy repeating fractal pattern in 

such a way that the biggest period of the graph ended right on De

cember 21, 20l2-the same day purported to be indicated by the 

Mayan calendar as the end of time. 

For McKenna, who ended up dying before the prophesied end 

date, the increasing "novelty" in the world-from war and market 

crashes to disease and environmental disaster-are not signs of death 
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but of birth. He often remarked that were a person who knew not h

ing of human biology to come upon a woman giving birth, he would 

think something terribly wrong was going on. She would appear to 

be dying, when she was actually giving life to a new human being. 

Such is the state of a civilization on the precipice of the singularity. 

The problem is, not everyone makes it through the attract or at 

the end of time. According to McKenna, only those who can success

fully navigate the all-at-onceness of a posthistorical reality will be 

able to make sense of existence there. By inference, the object of the 

game is to do enough strong psychedelics now so that you'll know 

how to navigate a landscape as precarious as the one a person visits 

while hallucinating on the rainforest psychedelic DMT (dimethyl
tryptamine). 

One person who surely qualifies is author and spiritual teacher 

Daniel Pinchbeck, whose own interactions with the Amazonian vi

sion plants convinced him that he could hear the voice of the Mayan 

god Quetzalcoatl. The plumed serpent warned Pinchbeck of hu

manity's abuse of the planet, while also confirming the imminent 

shift beyond time, scheduled for 2012. The signs of the next age are 

everywhere: crop circles, ESP experiments, particle physics, UFOs, 

time travelers, and so on. While Pinchbeck's global transformation 

may also be an exclusive event, limited to those who "get it," at least 

he has dedicated himself and his network of followers to mitigating 

the impact of this shift on the rest of us. Pinchbeck is an advocate 

of permaculture farming, local currencies, and other techniques 

through which we may combat the materialism currently guiding 
human activity. 

Again, though, making it through the attractor at the end of 

time requires more than mere compassion or a willingness to work 

together. We must abandon individuality altogether and accept our 

place in the new cosmic order. We surrender our illusion of distinct

ness and admit that we are part of nature. We sacrifice Father Time 

to return to Mother Earth. Human progress has been a sham-a 
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particularly harrowing excursion in which one of the brothers got 

"lost" between dimensions, Terence became obsessed with navigat

ing this timeless terrain. He wanted to make sense of the infinity of 

the fractal. 

He emerged with a new understanding of time as having an 

endpoint-a "teleological attractor," as Terence put it-drawing us 

toward greater interconnectedness and complexity. The increasing in

tensity of our era can be attributed to our nearing the event horizon 

of this attractor. It's basically like a waterfall or black hole in the 

time-space continuum that we are drawn toward, fall through, and 

are then utterly changed-if we make it out the other end at all. Ac

cording to McKenna's schema, things keep getting more and more 

complex, interconnected, and unbearably strange, like a really weird 

and scary acid trip, where everything becomes part of the same pat

tern. Once everything ends up connected to everything else, reality 

itself reaches a singularity-a moment of infinite complexity in 

which everything occurs simultaneously. It's a moment of absolute 

present shock, in which history and the future and present fold into 

one another, ending time altogether. 

Terence immediately set upon figuring out just when this might 

happen and ended up using the sequence of the I Ching-the Taoist 

Book ofChanges and divination system-as the basis for a numerical 

formula that maps the rise and fall of novelty over any period of time. 

McKenna's Timewave Zero, as he calls it, is a shape-a linear graph

that is to be overlaid on the time line of history in order to figure out 

when things get weirder or less so. With a little bit of rejiggering, 

McKenna was able to layout his zigzaggy repeating fractal pattern in 

such a way that the biggest period of the graph ended right on De

cember 21, 2012-the same day purported to be indicated by the 

Mayan calendar as the end of time. 

For McKenna, who ended up dying before the prophesied end 

date, the increasing "novelty" in the world-from war and market 
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but of birth. He often remarked that were a person who knew noth

ing of human biology to come upon a woman giving birth, he would 

think something terribly wrong was going on. She would appear to 

be dying, when she was actually giving life to a new human being. 

Such is the state of a civilization on the precipice of the singularity. 

The problem is, not everyone makes it through the attractor at 

the end of time. According to McKenna, only those who can success

fully navigate the all-at-onceness of a posthistorical reality will be 

able to make sense of existence there. By inference, the object of the 

game is to do enough strong psychedelics now so that you'll know 

how to navigate a landscape as precarious as the one a person visits 

while hallucinating on the rainforest psychedelic DMT (dimethyl
tryptamine). 

One person who surely qualifies is author and spiritual teacher 

Daniel Pinchbeck, whose own interactions with the Amazonian vi

sion plants convinced him that he could hear the voice of the Mayan 

god Quetzalcoatl. The plumed serpent warned Pinchbeck of hu

manity's abuse of the planet, while also confirming the imminent 

shift beyond time, scheduled for 2012. The signs of the next age are 

everywhere: crop circles, ESP experiments, particle physics, UFOs, 

time travelers, and so on. While Pinchbeck's global transformation 

may also be an exclusive event, limited to those who "get it," at least 

he has dedicated himself and his network of followers to mitigating 

the impact of this shift on the rest of us. Pinchbeck is an advocate 

of permaculture farming, local currencies, and other techniques 

through which we may combat the materialism currently guiding 
human activity. 

Again, though, making it through the attractor at the end of 

time requires more than mere compassion or a willingness to work 

together. We must abandon individuality altogether and accept our 

place in the new cosmic order. We surrender our illusion ofdistinct

ness and admit that w.e are part of nature. We sacrifice Father Time 

to return to Mother Earth. Human progress has been a sham-a 
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particularly harrowing excursion in which one of the brothers got 

"lost" between dimensions, Terence became obsessed with navigat

ing this timeless terrain. He wanted to make sense of the infinity of 

the fractal. 
He emerged with a new understanding of time as having an 

endpoint-a "teleological attractor," as Terence put it-drawing us 

toward greater interconnectedness and complexity. The increasing in

tensity of our era can be attributed to our nearing the event horizon 

of this attractor. It's basically like a waterfall or black hole in the 

time-space continuum that we are drawn toward, fall through, and 

are then utterly changed-if we make it out the other end at all. Ac

cording to McKenna's schema, things keep getting more and more 

complex, interconnected, and unbearably strange, like a really weird 

and scary acid trip, where everything becomes part of the same pat

tern. Once everything ends up connected to everything else, reality 

itself reaches a singularity-a moment of infinite complexity in 

which everything occurs simultaneously. It's a moment of absolute 

present shock, in which history and the future and present fold into 

one another, ending time altogether. 

Terence immediately set upon figuring out just when this might 

happen and ended up using the sequence of the I Ching-the Taoist 

Book ofChanges and divination system-as the basis for a numerical 

formula that maps the rise and fall of novelty over any period of time. 

McKenna's Timewave Zero, as he calls it, is a shape-a linear graph

that is to be overlaid on the time line of history in order to figure out 

when things get weirder or less so. With a little bit of rejiggering, 

McKenna was able to layout his zigzaggy repeating fractal pattern in 

such a way that the biggest period of the graph ended right on De

cember 21, 20l2-the same day purported to be indicated by the 

Mayan calendar as the end of time. 
For McKenna, who ended up dying before the prophesied end 

date, the increasing "novelty" in the world-from war and market 

crashes to disease and environmental disaster-are not signs ofdeath 
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but of birth. He often remarked that were a person who knew noth

ing of human biology to come upon a woman giving birth, he would 

think something terribly wrong was going on. She would appear to 

be dying, when she was actually giving life to a new human being. 

Such is the state of a civilization on the precipice of the singularity. 

The problem is, not everyone makes it through the attractor at 

the end of time. According to McKenna, only those who can success

fully navigate the all-at-onceness of a posthistorical reality will be 

able to make sense of existence there. By inference, the object of the 

game is to do enough strong psychedelics now so that you'll know 

how to navigate a landscape as precarious as the one a person visits 

while hallucinating on the rainforest psychedelic DMT (dimethyl

tryptamine). 

One person who surely qualifies is author and spiritual teacher 

Daniel Pinchbeck, whose own interactions with the Amazonian vi

sion plants convinced him that he could hear the voice of the Mayan 

god Quetzalcoatl. The plumed serpent warned Pinchbeck of hu

manity's abuse of the planet, while also confirming the imminent 

shift beyond time, scheduled for 2012. The signs of the next age are 

everywhere: crop circles, ESP experiments, particle physics, UFOs, 

time travelers, and so on. While Pinchbeck's global transformation 

may also be an exclusive event, limited to those who "get it," at least 

he has dedicated himself and his network of followers to mitigating 

the impact of this shift on the rest of us. Pinchbeck is an advocate 

of permaculture farming, local currencies, and other techniques 

through which we may combat the materialism currently guiding 

human activity. 

Again, though, making it through the attractor at the end of 

time requires more than mere compassion or a willingness to work 

together. We must abandon individuality altogether and accept our 

place in the new cosmic order. We surrender our illusion ofdistinct

ness and admit that we are part of nature. We sacrifice Father Time 

to return to Mother Earth. Human progress has been a sham-a 
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painful, costly, and destructive detour, or, at best, a necessary stage 

in our release from the shackles of matter altogether. 

Such narratives find their origins in the writings of theologians 

such as Pierre Teilhard de Chardin, the early-twentieth-century 

French Jesuit priest and paleontologist who saw human beings evolv

ing toward an Omega Point of supreme consciousness. Just as cells 

joined up and evolved into organisms, we humans will evolve to

gether into a greater single being. It's a nice image, and one I've con

templated on numerous occasions, but not a stage of evolution that 

feels particularly imminent-no matter how many Facebook friends 

I happen to accumulate or how overwhelmed I become by the vir

tual connections. 

//////#////////////////////////////////,1////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

IT'S THE INFORMATION, STUPID 

None of this increasing complexity would be a problem if it weren't for 

our darned human limits. That's why the latest breed of apocalyptans

an increasingly influential branch of the digerati who see technology as 

the true harbinger of the singularity-mean to help us accept our im

minent obsolescence. Echoing the sentiments of the ancient ascetic, 

they tend to regard the human physical form with disregard or even 

disdain. At best, the human body is a space suit for something that 

could be stored quite differently. 
The notion of a technologically precipitated singularity was 

popularized by futurist and electronic music engineer Ray Kurzweil. 

In his book The Age of Spiritual Machines, Kurzweil argues that 

human beings are just one stage in the evolution of matter toward 

higher levels of complexity. Yes, cells and organisms are more com

plex than mere atoms and molecules, but the human capacity for 

continuing development pales in the face of that of our machines. 

The very best thing we have to offer, in fact, is to continue to service 

and develop computers until the point-very soon-when they are 

better at improving themselves than we are. From then on, techno

logical evolution will outpace biological evolution. Whatever it is 

that makes us uniquely human, such as our genome or cognitive 

functioning, will have been mapped and virtualized by computers in 

around 2050, anyway. We may as well stand aside and let it rip. 

Thanks to Kurzweil's Law of Accelerating Returns, technology 

develops exponentially and has been doing so since time began. But 

it is only getting really interesting now that we have rounded the 

bend of the exponential curve to a nearly vertical and infinite shot up

ward. The antithesis of the Law of Diminishing Returns, the Law of 

Accelerating Returns holds that technology will overtake humanity 

and nature, no matter what. In his numerous books, talks, and tele

vision appearances, Kurzweil remains unswerving in his conviction 

that humanity was just a temporary step in technology's inevitable 

development. 

It's not all bad. According to Kurzweil, by 2029 artificial intelli

gences will pass the Turing test and be able to fool us into thinking 

they are real people. By the 2030s, virtual-reality simulations will 

be "as real and compelling as 'real' reality, and we'll be doing it from 

within the nervous system. So the nanobots in your brain-which will 

get to your brain through the bloodstream, noninvasively and with

out surgery-will shut down the signals coming from your real senses 

and replace them with senses that your brain will be receiving from 

the virtual environment."2 Just be sure to read the fine print in the 

iTunes agreement before clicking "I agree" and hope that the terms 

don't change while you're in there. 

Slowly but surely, the distinction between our real memory or 

experiences and our virtual ones ceases to have any meaning. Even

tually, our nonbiological mechanisms take over where our biologi

cal ones leave off. Consciousness, such as it is, is better performed 

by some combination of microchips and nanobots than our old car

bon sacks, and what we think of as people are discontinued. 
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Kurzweil may push the envelope on this line of thought, but a 

growing cadre of scientists and commentators have both wittingly 

and unwittingly gotten on his singularity bandwagon. Their cre

dentials, intelligence, and persuasiveness make their arguments dif

ficult to refute. 
Kevin Kelly, for instance, convincingly portrays technology as a 

partner in human evolution. In his book What Technology Wants, he 

makes the case that technology is emerging as the "seventh kingdom 

of life on Earth"-along with plants, insects, fungi, and so on. Al

though he expresses himself with greater humility and admirable 

self-doubt than Kurzweil, Kelly also holds that technology's growth 

and development is inevitable, even desirable. Yes, certain technolo

gies create problems, but that just opens the opportunity for yet an

other technology to mitigate the bad. Isn't that just an endless loop 

of negative and positive outcomes, in which humanity is eventually 

frayed beyond repair? Kelly disagrees: 

I don't think technology is neutral or a wash of good and bad ef

fects. To be sure it does produce both problems and solutions, but 

the chief effect of technology is that it produces more possibili

ties. More options. More freedom, essentially. That's really good. 

That is the reason why people move to cities-for more choices. l 

So, those of us who think the answer to the technological on

slaught is to slow things down might want to think again. In What 

Technology Wants, Kelly makes quick work of both the Unabomber 

and the Amish, whose resistance to the growth of technology is fu

tile, or even illusory. The Unabomber depended on bombs and the 

US mail system to attack technology; the Amish depend on hand 

tools that are, in rum, produced in high-tech factories. 

Where it gets discomfiting, however, is when Kelly insists on 

technology's all-consuming nature. "It is an ever-elaborate tool that 

we wield and continually update to improve our world; and it is an 
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ever-ripening superorganism, of which we are but a part, that is fol

lowing a direction beyond our own making. Humans are both mas

ter and slave to the technium [his word for the technological 

universe}, and our fate is to remain in this uncomfortable dual role." 4 

There is no way back, only through. Kelly admonishes us to 

"align ourselves with the imperative of the technium" because to do 

otherwise would be to "resist our second self." 5 Humanity and 

technology-like humanity and the zombies-are ultimately in

distinguishable. "The conflict that the technium triggers in our 

hearts is due to our refusal to accept our nature-the truth is that 

we are continuous with the machines we create .... When we reject 

technology as a whole, it is a brand of self-hatred." 6 

But isn't the acceptance of humanity as a component part of 

technology also a form of self-hatred? Kelly sees a single thread of 

self-generation tying together the cosmos, the bios, and the technos 

into one act ofcreation. "Humans are not the culmination of this tra

jectory but an intermediary, smack in the middle between the born 

and the made."7 We must either accept technology as our inevitable 

offspring and successor, or "reject technology as a whole." In Kelly's 

schema, there is no sustainable happy medium. Isn't there the possi

bility of a less dramatic, less apocalyptic middle ground? 

In the apocalyptic scenario, we are either to hope for benevolence 

when our creation overtakes us or to negotiate with technology now 

in order to get some of what we want along with what it wants. As I 

have come to understand technology, however, it wants only whatever 

we program into it. I am much less concerned with whatever it is 

technology may be doing to people than what people are choosing to 

do to one another through technology. Facebook's reduction of people 

to predictively modeled profiles and investment banking's convolu

tion of the marketplace into an algorithmic battleground were not 

the choices of machines but of humans. 

Those who choose to see technology as equal to life end up adopt

ing a "let it rip" approach to its development that ignores the biases 
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of the many systems with which technology has become intertwined. 

The answer to the problems of technology is always just more tech

nology, a pedal-to-the-metal ethos that is entirely consonant with 

laissez-faire capitalism. Ever since the invention of central currency, 

remember, the requirement of capitalism is to grow. It should not 

surprise us that in a capitalist society we would conclude that tech

nology also wants to grow and that this growth supports the universe 

in its inexorable climb toward greater states of complexity. 

However, I find myself unable to let go of the sense that human 

beings are somehow special, and that moment-to-moment human 

experience contains a certain unquantifiable essence. I still suspect 

there is something too quirky, too paradoxical, or too interpersonal to 

be imitated or re-created by machine life. Indeed, in spite of wide

spread confidence that we will crack the human code and replicate 

cognition within just a couple of decades, biology has a way of foiling 

even its most committed pursuers. The more we learn about DNA 

and the closer we come to mapping the entire genome, for example, 

the more we learn how small a part of the total picture it composes. 

We are no more determined by the neatly identifiable codons of the 

double helix than we are by the confused protein soup in which it ac

tually operates. Put the same codons in a different person or species, 

and you'll get very different results. Our picture of human cognition 

is even hazier, with current psychopharmacology taking a shotgun 

approach to regulating neurotransmitters whose actual functioning 

we have only begun to understand. At our current level of technolog

ical sophistication, to argue that a virtual Second Life* simulation 

will soon become indistinguishable from real life smacks of fantasy 

and hubris. 
Yet we are supposed to believe. Resistance to the logic and in

evitability of the singularity is cast as quasi-religious. Nonbelievers 

are thought to be succumbing to a romantic notion of humanity 

* An online virtual world 
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that is both steeped in morality and also in conflict with the scien

tific atheism we should have accepted by now. "What lies at the heart 

of every living thing is not a fire, not warm breath, not a 'spark of 

life; " evolutionary biologist and outspoken atheist Richard Dawkins 

wrote in 1986, "it is information, words, instructions."8 Evolution it

self is to be viewed as an exchange of information between organism 

and environment. Or as science writer James Gleick chronicles in his 

book The Information, the universe itself is merely information reach

ing toward greater states of complexity. Atoms, matter, life, and tech

nology are all just media for this information to evolve. 

It seems to me this perspective has the medium and the message 

reversed. We humans are not the medium for information; informa

tion is a medium for humans. We are the content-the message. 

It's an easy mistake to make, especially when we no longer have 

secure grounding in our past or a stable relationship to the future. 

Present shock is temporally destabilizing. It leads us to devalue the 

unbounded, ill-defined time of kairos for the neat, informational pack

ets of chronos. We think of time as the numbers on the clock, rather 

than the moments they are meant to represent. We have nothing to re

assure ourselves. Without a compelling story to justify a sustainable 

steady state for our circumstances, we jump to conclusions-quite 

literally-and begin scenario planning for the endgame. 

In light of our rapid technological progress, this is not an alto

gether unexpected response. Thanks to self-replicating technologies 

such as computers, nanomachines, robots, and genomics, the future 

does seem to be upon us. It feels as if we can see the writing on the 

wall as it rapidly approaches from the distance. What is too easy to 

forget is that we are the ones simultaneously scrawling that very 

writing. We are the ones now writing the programs that will exe

cute at some point in the future. We are the ones embedding our 

future reality with the values we want reaching back to us from 

there.9 Truly living in this. present becomes a form of time travel, in 

which everything we do actually matters to both our memory of 
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the liquid past and, more important, the character of the unformed 

future. 
Apocalypto relieves us of this responsibility by granting not 

only aspiration to technology but also superiority. We are freed of 

morality-that uniquely human trait-as well as the way it ham

pers our decision making and limits our choices. Technology will 

just go ahead and do it for us or, better, to us. Get it over with al

ready. Like parents consoling themselves about their own imminent 

demise, we look to technology not merely as our replacement but as 

our heir. 
But the reports of our death may be greatly exaggerated. 

# ///////'///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////#///// 

EVERYTHING OLD IS NEW AGAIN 

Like followers of a new religion, devotees of the singularity have 

come to believe that their version of the apocalypse bears no resem

blance to the many that have come before, that it is scientifically 

justified, and that the only choice that's left for us to make is to bar

rel ahead. 

They may be right. 
But this urgency to envision an imminent endgame 1S more 

characteristic of the religious tradition than the scientific one. And 

the extent to which we believe the harbingers of doom and rebirth 

has generally depended on the extent to which we feel dislocated 

from meaning and context. When persecution, torture, and killing 

in the Jewish ghettos reached their peak in medieval Europe, the 

Jews alleviated their despair with a form of messianism called the 

Kabbalah. In seventeenth-century England, the Puritans, their faith 

challenged by a political conflict between the king and the Roman 

Church, arose to realize the Revelations and bring about the "true 
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kingdom of Christ."' They colonized America with the express in

tent of bringing on the eschaton. In the 1820s, the terror and uncer

tainty of life on the frontier led many Americans to join a Christian 

revival movement called the Second Great Awakening, which in

cluded the Mormons, the Baptists, and the Shakers, and meant to pre

pare people for the imminent Second Coming. In just one of many 

examples, over one hundred thousand members of the Millerite move

ment prepared themselves for Christ's return-scheduled to happen 

by March 21, 1844-by selling their earthly goods and waiting in 

their attics. On March 22 the movement became known as the Great 

Disappointment and, later, the Seventh-Day Adventists. 

Present shock provides the perfect cultural and emotional pre

texts for apocalyptic thinking. It is destabilizing; it deconstructs 

the narratives we use to make meaning; it leads us to compulsively 

overwind, magnifying the stakes of any given moment; it leads us to 

draw paranoid connections where there are none; and, finally, its lack 

of regard for beginnings and endings-its focus on the perpetual 

now-drives us to impose order on chaos. We invent origins and end

points as a way of bounding our experience and limiting the sense of 

limbo. We end up with no space-no time-between the concept of 

choosing to wear contact lenses and that of replacing our brains with 

nanobots. There is no continuum. Every tiny alpha must imply a ter

minal omega. 

So which is more probable: That today's atheist apocalyptans are 

unique and right? Or that they are like their many predecessors

at the very least, in their motivations? If anything, the vehemence 

with which the believers in emergent complexity debunk all reli

gion may betray their own creeping awareness of the religious un

derpinnings and precedents for their declarations. 

In fact, the concept of Armageddon first emerged in response 

to the invention of monotheism by the ancient Persian priest Zoro

aster, around the tenth or elev:enth century BCE. Until that time, the 
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dominant religions maintained a pantheon of gods reigning in a cy

clical precession along with the heavens, so there was little need for 

absolutes. As religions began focusing on a single god, things got a 

bit trickier. For if there is only one god, and that god has absolute 

power, then why do bad things happen? Why does evil still exist? 

If one's god is fighting for control of the universe against the gods 

of other people, then there's no problem. Just as in polytheism, the 

great achievements of one god can be undermined by the destructive 

acts of another. But what if a religion, such as Judaism of the First and 

Second Temple era, calls for one god and one god alone? How do its 

priests and followers explain the persistence of evil and suffering l 

They do it the same way Zoroaster did: by introducing time into 

the equation. The imperfection of the universe is a product of its in

completeness. There's only one true god, but he's not done yet. In the 

monotheist version, the precession of the gods was no longer a contin

uous cycle of seasonal deities or metaphors. It was now a linear story 

with a clear endpoint in the victory of the one true and literal god. 

Once this happens, time can end. lo 

Creation is the Alpha, and the Return is the Omega. It's all good. 

This worked well enough to assuage the anxieties of both the civ

ilization of the calendar and that of the clock. But what about us? 

Without time, without a future, how do we contend with the linger

ing imperfections in our reality:> As members of a monotheist 

culture-however reluctant-we can't help but seek to apply its foun

dational framework to our current dilemma. The less aware we are of 

this process-or the more we refuse to admit its legacy in our con

struction of new models-the more vulnerable we become to its ex

cesses. Repression and extremism are two sides of the same coin. 

In spite of their determination to avoid such constructs, even the 

most scientifically minded futurists apply the Alpha-Omega frame

work of messianic time to their upgraded apocalypse narratives. 

Emergence takes the place of the hand of God, mysteriously trans

forming a chaotic system into a self-organized one, with coherence 
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and cooperation. Nobody seems able to explain how this actually 
happens. 

Materialists argue that it's all just code. Each of the cells in an 

organism or the termites in a colony is following a set of very simple 

rules. When enough members are following that rule set, a bigger 

phenomenon becomes apparent-like the kaleidoscopic patterns in a 

Busby Berkeley dance routine, the coordination ofa bee hive, or even 

the patterns in a sand dune created by regular ocean waves. That's 

why emergence enthusiasts believe computers should be able to take 

a set of simple rules and reconstruct the universe, humans and all. 

But the moment when a system shifts from one level oforganiza

tion to another-the moment when emergent behavior develops

is still very poorly understood, and almost as slippery a concept as 

biblical creation. This is not to say emergence is not a real and ob

servable phenomenon, but only that we are still grappling with just 

when, why, and how it happens, as well as how much of a role our 

own subjectivity plays in judging a system to be complex or ran

dom. For humans, order usually means something that looks like 
ourselves. 

So, the new myth goes-driven by technology and information's 

need to find ever-more complex expressions-our microchips get 

faster and more interconnected until they emerge as an independently 

complex system, one level higher than our own. All they needed were 

their simple, binary commands and a whole lot of feedback and iter

ation. They mayor may not re-create humanity as a running virtual 

program, but they will have the codes to do so if they choose. If we 

are good, or prepare properly, we get a Second Life. In any case, what 

we think of as biological time will be over. 

The singularity realizes the second coming of the Big Bang

the Omega point that completes human existence and ends the il

lusion of linear time. It may be upon us, or, as the illusory nature of 

time suggests, it may have already happened and we're just catch

ing up with it. Imminent or not, it shares more characteristics with 
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religion than its advocates like to admit, complete with an Omega 

point, a second life, an act of creation, a new calendar, and the 

dogged determination to represent itself as a total departure from 

all that came before. 

This response is a bit more like that of the impatient, reactive 

Tea Partier than that of the consensus-building Occupier. More like 

the "inbox zero" compulsive than the person who answers email if 

and when he feels like it. More the hedge fund trader looking to see 

how many algorithms can dance on the head of a temporal pin than 

the investor looking for a business to capitalize over time. More the 

fractalnoid conspiracy theorist than the pattern recognizer. 

The more appropriate approach to the pressures of apocalypto 

may be to let up on the pedal just a bit. This doesn't mean stopping 

altogether or stepping on the brakes. It could mean making sure we 

understand the difference between a marketplace that has been de

signed to accelerate no matter what and a reality that mayor may 

not share this embedded agenda. It could mean beginning to envi

sion slow paths to sustainability that don't require zombies or the 

demise of a majority of the world's population. 

Most of all, as when confronting any of the many faces of pres

ent shock, it means accepting responsibility and dominion over the 

moment in which we are living right now. This has proved the hard

est part for me and, I imagine, for you. I understand that just read

ing this book required you to carve out a big chunk of time, and to 

withhold this time from the many people, tasks, and Tweets vying 

for your immediate attention. I imagine it took more effort than 

reading a book of this length and depth would have required, say, 

ten years ago. 

Likewise, although this is hardly the longest book I have written, 

it has been by far the hardest to complete. And I don't think that's be

cause the subject was intrinsically more difficult or complex (or that I 

have grown more feeble), but because the environment in which I'm 

writing and my audience is living has changed. It is not you or I or 
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the information that's so different, but the media and culture around 
us all. 

At one point, I began developing marginalia alongside the text 

through which I could chronicle whatever it was I was supposed to be 

doing instead of writing at that moment. I maintained a separate 

vertical column on the edge of the page filled with the lunches I'd 

turned down; the emails that went unanswered; the missed offers 

to earn a buck; and all the interviews, articles, and appearances that 

could have led to something. But that list soon took up more space 

than the main body of text, so I stopped before it demoralized me 
into paralysis. 

As I continued on, head down, I began to think more of the cul

ture to which I was attempting to contribute through this work. A 

book? Really? How anachronistic! Most of my audience-the ones 

who agree with the sentiments I am expressing here-will not be get

ting this far into the text, I assure you. They will be reading excerpts 

on BoingBoing.net, interviews on Shareable. net, or-if I'm lucky

the review in the New York Times. They will get the gist of the argu
ment and move on. 

Meanwhile, in the years it has taken me to write this book-and 

the year after that to get it through the publishing process-I could 

have written dozens of articles, hundreds ofblog posts, and thousands 

of Tweets, reaching more people about more things in less time and 

with less effort. Here I am writing opera when the people are listen
ing to singles. 

The solution, of course, is balance. Finding the sweet spot be

tween storage and flow, dipping into different media and activities 

depending on the circumstances. I don't think I could have expressed 

present shock in a Tweet or a blog post or an article, or 1 would have. 

And taking the time to write or read a whole book on the phenome

non does draw a line in the sand. It means we can stop the onslaught 

of demands on our attentiqn; we can create a safe space for uninter

rupted contemplation; we can give each moment the value it deserves 

http:BoingBoing.net
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and no more; we can tolerate uncertainty and resist the temptation to 

draw connections and conclusions before we are ready; and we can 

slow or even ignore the seemingly inexorable pull from the strange at

tractor at the end of human history. For just, as we can pause, we can 

also un-pause. 

Thanks for your time. 
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